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interest manifested in the articles
cost
appearing in The Citizen on the costs
it
of living. All must live and
money to live, all wish to live as
will permit,
well as circumstances
naturally, and anything; which illus-on
live well
trates the ability of ielp
to many
modest means is
the conwho mav now be wasteful in The
letduct "f their households.has received
ters which The Citizen
questloi
from people on thi- - vi a! who
emhave come from housewives
management
of
In
tho
ploy a system
a definite purthe home and have
pose for laying by a part of thir
or
huabands' earnings every week
not emmonth. The people who do not
taK-e- n
ploy any rigid system have
the trouble to write at all. Thea
following note was received from
lady in the Highlands yesterday:
Citizen:
"Editoryouof The send
a reporter to our
will
"If
house I will tell him how a family
than 70 a
of three can live on lessexpense
book
We keep an
month.
and know exactly what it costs to
live."
In Furnished House.
Upon calling at the address given,
at the
a Citizen reporter was met
woman of
door by a neatly dressed age.
The
perhaps thirty years of
is a
house where this family lives
furnishdouble house which is rented
The aparted for light housekeeping.question
con-slments of the family in
of two rooms, a kitchen and a
quarters
cramped
living room, pretty
for a family of three, butis yet clean
the simand cosy. The furniture
plest, liut the rooms are made at-in
by tasteful decorations
tractive
white curtains,
the way of pictures,
and a few light draperies. A comfortable porch extends across Isthea
front of the house and there
small porch In the rear which Is
much used in the summer time. A
room for
back vard gives ample
hanging out the washing of four
house
of
the
side
at
the
and
families
Is a flower bed set with a collection
place
of thriving plants. This same dreary
if neglected, would make a
a
sort of a home and one to which
workman would not care to come
is,
as
it
every night after work, but
It Is homelike and inviting and the
family occupying it is apparently
happy.
The ludy of the house said her husband was a mechanical draughtsman a
by profession, but had to leave
position in the east and
come to Albuquerque for his health.
of a physician he
advice
Under the
did not attempt to work at his profession here it Is doubtful if a sufficient amount of that kind of worka
can be had here but Is driving
grocery delivery wagon to be out in
the open air as much as possible.
offered more
While he has been
wages U do other kind of work he
prefers, his present position because
the work keeps him out of doors.
It may be mentioned that by reason
of careful living and the avoidance of
over exertion, the husband has much
improved in health since coming here
about a year and a half ago.representThe following Is a table
ing an average week's expense of this
family:
at

well-payi-
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CHARGED

WIDOW WOMAN SHOT BY THIEF

WITH

WITH

HER

OWN

PISTOL
Accused of Having Killed Her Cornered Him and Fired
Blind Brother-ln-LaTwice When He Crabbed
the Gun.
w.

REASONS ALLEGED
NOT KNOWN WHETHER
WERE TOO ABSURD
HE IS WHITE OR NEGRO
La Crosse, Wis., Sept. 10. Mrs.
Mary Malln, the wealthy widow accused of the murder of her brother-in-laby poisoning, was discharged
at the conclusion of a preliminary
hearing last midnight.
The court found that there was
not sufficient evidence to hold her for
trial.
The victim, Carl Schmlt. a blind
man, died from canbollc acid poisoning at Uenoa, Wis., on August 21,
and it was charged by the state that
Mrs. Malln administered the poison
In order to get rid of him, and to
bring her sister to live in luxury at
the Malln home in La Crosse.
Charges Absurd.
In dismissing the case against
Mrs. Malin, the Justice declared that
the reasons alleged by the prosecution for her having committed the
crime were too absurd to be given
Her previous reputation
credence.
was of the best, and there seems no
evidence at hand to connect her In
any way with the affair, neighborhood stories being largely responsible
for her arrest.
T

WITH SECRETARIES
10. President
Oyster Hay, Sept.
Hoosevelt arranged a luncheon today
at which Secretary Straus, of the department of commerce and labor;
Charles P. Nelll, commissioner of
la.bor, and Lawrence F. Abbott and
Krnest Hamlin Abbott, of New York,
were the guests.
Secretary Straus
will make a verbal report on his
western trip and Commissioner Neill
will take up with the president ter-tai- n
difficulties which havd been encountered In the attempted e.i?rce-meof the eight h jur law.
It is
denied that the telegraphers' strike
will be considered
nt

Norfolk. Va.. Sept. 10. Mrs. Mary
Lawless Rorschach, wife of Lieut.
Rorschach, of the United States navy,
and sister of Joseph T. Lawless, former secretary of the commonwealth
of Virginia, was murdered at her
home, 832 Parkview, Portsmouth, by
an unknown burglar early today.
She was shot through the heart with
her own pistol, taken from her hand
by the burglar after she had fired
twice upon him through an open door
leautng into the kitchen where h
was cornered.
Murderer Prolmbly a Xcgro.
Whether the murderer was a negro
or white Is unknown.
He escaped,
dropping his pistol as he fled. Bloodhounds were put on the scent but
seem to have lost it.
The shots awakened the oldest boy,
Frank, Jr., and he heard his mother
cry out "Frank, somebody has taken
my pistol and shot me; go quickly
for help."
The boy rushed out for help but
when he returned with neighbors his
mother was dead. A newsboy saw a
negro running shortly after the trag
edy In the direction the bloodhounds
took w hen they caught the. scent.
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Hoston. Mass., Sept. 10. A reduction of tive dollars per share In the
Monday.
quarterly dividend of the Calumet A
Steak. 13 cents; unions, 5 cents; llecla Copper Mining company was
bread, !i cents; oil 30 cents; three announced today. The directors declared a dividend of $15 a share incans of evaoprated cream, 30 cents;
One pound of butter, 3.1 cents; a tostead of the $20 of last quarter.
day
$1.20.
of
tal for the
Tuesday.
Hacon, 33 cents; ham, 40 cents;
WOODMEN TAKE MORE
cake. 10 cents; soap. 13 cents; potatoes, 23 cents; bread. 3 cents; a total of 1.30.
Wednesday.
Hread. 5 cents; one dozen eggs, 33
tents; flour, till cents; pair of boys'
hoes, "3 cents; pair of boys stockings, 20 cents; two pairs of men's
socks, 2' cent!-- ; two ci nteloupes, 5
cents; mutton, 20 cents; breakfast
food. 13 cents; a total of $2.60.
Thursday.
Hread. 5 cents; boiling beef, 1"
Thirty members of the lodge of the
onions. 10
cents; cake, 13 cents;
in
Woodmen of America
cents; beets. In cents: parsley. 3 MoiU-i3
astern
states met last night in the
coffee,
cents;
of
pound
one
cents;
Vestry rooms of the Congregational
sugar, 2." cents; a total of 1.10.
church to take further steps In a
1'iiilay.
movement started several weeks ago
13
cents;
Hread, 5 cents; steak.
wood. $1; eanteloupcs. 3 cents; salt. to organize a Woodmen's lodge in
JO cents; rice. 23 cents; nutmegs, 1') AlhUqUcrq'ilc.
Twelve mote names wre added to
cents; a total of $1.7o.
the rapidly growing list. The comSaturday.
a couple of weeks
Shoe polish, 10 cents; bread. 5 mitteeto appointed
investigate the death rate In
cents; man's laundry, 2 5 cents; eight ngo
New
to the meeting
reported
Mexico
pounds of potatoes, 25 cents; three
In five
pounds of sweet potatoes, 25 cents; that It had made investigation
cream, 30 different fraternal organizations and
three cans of evaporated
years
show
the
cents; beef roast, 35 cents; mutton, statisticsrateforto five
have been less than 1
10 cents; syrup, 25 cents; a total death
Inper
Secretary
was
cent.
Palmer
Of $1.65.
structed to forward this Information
Sunday.
Lodge
to
(Jrand
to
and
write an
tlie
One fourth share In Ice cream. 30
for the lodge's official
cents; car fare, 2'i cents; church col- advertisement
paper asking that all members of tlie
lection. 10 etits; a total of 60 cents. lodge
Mexico
in New
sulnl their
The total for this week is $10.10.
uan.es
a:t,l addresses to the secretary
Kent is $2.75 a week, making $12. S5 here. The
meeting
will
be held
next
in all.
church the sec
I at the Congregational
ond Alonuay in ucioucr.
(Continued oil Page lour.)

STEPS TOWARD

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 10. One wo
man was killed and four other persons seriously injured in Alleghany
early today, when a large automobile
bearing a party to this city, skidded
along the street In making a turn,
and striking the curbstone, threw the
occupants against a telegraph pole.
Miss Klen Williams, of Alleghany was
tne person kllleu.
The accident occurred as the party
was returning to their homes In this
city from a visit at a friend's home
near Alleghany. Their big automobile was lilled with the Jolly party of
six, all having a good time, until suddenly, without a moment's warning,
the car skidded In making a turn,
probably owing to the damp ground,
anil a second later threw itself full
s
speed against the curb. Miss
struck the pole with her head,
was
shattered,
and her skull
her
Of the
death being Instantaneous.
four others injured, one girl may die.
Tlie person who escaped Injury was
a girl who clung to the seat and
was later taken out of the auto, almost unconscious from fright.
Will-lam-
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Raton, V. M., Sept. 10. The three
fuspects charged with complicity In
the theft of the registered mail sick
containing $5,000 from the Santa Fe
station last Tuesday mronlng. were
today taken to Santa Fe, where they
will be given a hearing before the
S. commissioner.
T

pfci.w.f. two ckxt
i

lv

ncovstititiowl.

Philadelphia.
Pa..
Sept.
lu.
Judges Wilson and Audenreid. of the
court of common pleas, this morning
declared unconstitutional
the t0-cefare law passed by the laRt legislature.
The case upon which the
decision was made will be at once
taken to the state supreme court.

nt

erty stricken section. He says:
'Here to the unhappy Kast side,
teeming with the very poorest people in this country of 'prosperity,' 1
came to see how they In their pursuit of mere life were affected by the
40 per cent increase In tho price of
the things they must have.
"I am shocked and horrified by the
facts 1 heard and the sights 1 saw.
Human beings heaven help them!
you meet at every step, who have the
on thetr
imprint
of deprivation
cheeks and the hunger for food food
that nourishes staring out of their
eyes.
Not ten, nor a hundred, but
thousands!
Illood .Money Instead of Kent.
"Thus I walked in the midst of
hunger and rags In the vicinity of
Hroom and Rlvlngton
and Hester
streets, until I came to the office of
Dr. Flelschmann, who is In charge
ol the ghetto settlement wjrk
and
who has been a sympathetic laborer
for 15 years among the Oast side
poor."
"God knows how they live." said
Dr. Flelschmann.
"They never had
such a narrow margin between them
and direst want, and th
Increased
ccutt of everything makes their poverty more acute."
"Tell me what you know about
poverty, 1 said.
struggle to ex"It Is a year-roun- d
ist. The worst of It is the Increased
rents, because that goes out In one
lump. These horrible tenements, pay
ing meir owners rrom zu to 40 per
cents profits, have all raised prices.
Apartments formerly $7 a month are
now $12; others that were $14 are
now 125. The poor can't get away
from them. They simply must pay
ana wnat tney pay is wood money."
"Haven't these people earned more
with the good times? '
"No. They are not skilled work
ers. Their employments are nondescript. They peddle, trade, work at
anything.
Put they earn no more
So they must eat
thun formerly.
less very much less.
Fruit Xmv Out of ltencli.
"What do they do without?"
"Fruit, for one thing. Formerly
It was plentiful and cheap, and its
cheapness made apple, pears, plums,
etc., common diet. A pear, for
was 1 cent. Today it Is 5
cents. Ask the dealer why. I ask
ed and he said that the crop was
good but that all fruit has gone up
in price gone up until it is out of
the reach of the very poor. The
hungry children gaze at pears and
peaches and other fruits
on
the
stands and do not taste such food
from one year's end to another.
"The very poor are eating less of
the nourishing foods less beef, poul
try ana other nourishing
meats,
During the past live years poultry
nas gone up from 14 to 18 cents to
22 and 26 cents a pound, beef has
gone up from 16 to IS cents to 22
and 26 cents a pound.
Kven the
scrap meat the soup bones have
advanced.
"What these people eat in greatest quantities Is tish. On every street
corner you will see stands with barrels of pickled herring which are
constantly patronized.
A
woman
walks up, puts down a penny. The
dealer plunges his hand into the
brine, fishes out a herring, slaps It
Into a bit of newspaper and the woman walks off with it under her arm.
That Is her family dinner.
Children 1'oruge for Food.
"Another thing. It Is a small thing,
but it shows the pinch of poverty. I
remember when soup greens sold for
2 cents.
That was customary.
Or
often the butcher threw In greens
bought
with tlie meat
for soup. Put
now It Is S cents for greens.
"Kggs and milk are quite beyond
the reach of the Kast side poor.
Milk has advanced from a to 6 cents
a pint and Is used only when necessary for small children. Bggs are
practically never bought by the- dozen
and they are never fresh."
"Put let the story bo made a bit
more specific. Take a walk up this
ramshackle tenement, teeming with
life, and look in on tin- quarters of
the family on the next to the top
floor, it Is the abode of Simon
a porter with a good Job at
$9 a week.
lie Is si' k in a hospital
now. An old man, Simon's father, Is
lying on a mattre.-- s on the fire escape. He Is feeble and cannot work.
Mrs. Strevonskae Is lil in bed. The
two rooms for which they pay $11
a month are grimy, dark and forlorn
beyond words to describe.
"Where are the children?" the Interpreted asked. The woman on the
be.) motioned toward the street.
"Somewhere.
Don't know," said
sin- In Vlddih.
"Did they have breakfast?"
"1 guess so. There were three rolls
on tlie table. They are gone."
"How uihout lunch?"
aside
"The woman waived
the
question of lunch. The children were
in the street and would forage for
lunch."
-

e,

family.

CANADA

WILL

AN APOLOGY

DELIVER WESTERN UNION BOARD
TO

JAPAN

couer, riots were carefully plan
ned to Impress M. Ishll, chief of the
bureau of foreign commerce of Jap
an. It Is significant that the leaders
of the Seattle organizations against
the Japanese immigration were In
Vancouver heading the demonstration.
"Frank W. Cotterlll. president of
the Washington State Federation of
Iabor; A. E. Fowler, secretary of the
and Corean Immigration League; Oeorge P. Listman,
prominent Seattle labor leader, were
all present together with a big delen
symgation of American
pathizers.
Arranged a ltiot.
"The significance of the Japanese
riots dates buck to the program
evolved when it was announced that
Ishll was coming to Seattle. It was
decided, and telegraphed out of Seattle, that the
organizations proposed to present Ishll while
he was in Seattle with a protest
against Japanese Immigration.
"At that time that plan was formulated it was believed that Ishll would
spend a week in Seattle and then
go to Vancouver. There
was also
planned at a conference
between
Vancouver and Seattle
leaders all the details for a big
demonstration in Vancouver on September 12.
A tliango In Plans.
"It developed that Ishll did not
have tho time to spend in Seattle and
he went through to Vancouver.
At
the same time the local leaders of
the
went north. They
were in Vancouver when the outbreak occurred and though
letters
state that they advls-ethe mob not
to do violence, It Is believed that the
demonstration had to do with their
presence."
Anti-Japane- se

anti-Japa-

Dominion GovernmentsoTclls
Consul General at
Vancouver.

Approves Course They Followed In Conducting Telegraphers Strike.

antl-Orlent- al

PLACES ITS ACTION
NO FURTHER TROUBLE
LIKELY TO OCCUR
ON RECORD TODAY
Toklo, Japan, Sept. lu. The foreign office has received a dispatch
from the Japanese consul general
at Ottawa saying that the Canadian
government will express its regret
at Vancouver
for the occurrences
and take steps to prevent further
trouble.
The official of the foreign office
"We
said to the Associated Press:
have the utmost confidence in the
government
as we also have
Canadian
Commissioner
In that of America.
lshll's dispatch says that the disturbance will soon be quelled and that
there Is no reason for a repetition.
Kxiiect no More Trouble.
"Our information is that the outbreak, like that at Qelllngham and
elsewhere, is the result of the Koagitation
rean league's
created by false and exaggerated reports concerning the conditions in
Korea and the attitude and sentiment
The foreign ofllce
of the Japanese.
Is not disturbed by the Vancouver
affair and quite confident that everything will be done to protect Japan."
se

THREE INJURED WHEN
T

New York, Sept. 10. At a meeting
of the executive committee of the
company
Western Union Telegraph
held today, payment of the usual
quarterly dividend was provided for
and the following resolution unani
mously adopted:
"Itesolved, that the executive com
mittee of the Western Union Telegraph company on behalf of the
company, hereby places on record Its
hearty appreciation and unqualified
approval of the course which the
president and officers of this com
pany have pursued In connection with
tlie late strike of the operators, and
congratulates them upon their success
In maintaining
the Integrity or the
service under the control and direction of those rightfully charged with
that responsibility.
Say Strike 1st Fiulcd.
The board meeting was attended
by nearly every director, the interests
of Helen Gould being represented.
Tlie action of the board was expected
by the officials, but the
operators
who ure on strike believed that some
to
be
action would
taken
end the
struggle. However, after the meet
Ing, members of the board declared
that the strike is ended as far as the
is
Western I'nlon
It
concerned.
claims to have all the men It needs.

San Iiernardino, Cal., Sept. 10.
The eastboui.d Los Angeles limited
on the Salt Lake road went Into the
ditch yesterday afternoon one mile
north of Cottonwood station, and ten
miles south of Parstow on the Santa
Fe tracks. The entire train was derailed i' ml went over on Its side, the
observation car In the rear rolling
completely over. Three persons were
slightly injured. The wreck Is supposed to have been caused by spreading rails.
The Salt Iake road runs Its trains
over this portion of the Santa Fe,
usually making fast time, owing to
the fact that the Santa Fe Is almost
continually using the tracks, necessitating a rush on tho part of the other road.
Tlie limited was making her usual
Hpeed when the engineer felt the rails
go out from beneath the locomotive
and he Instantly shut off and applied
the air. Ills prompt action almost
stopped the train, and when It toppled Into the ditch. It was barely
moving.
None of the injured will
die.

ANSAII.WTS
AltF. NOT CAi r.lIT
V.
Sept. 10.
F.I P.isn. Texas.
J.
man
Ityan. the Smta Fe railroad
wlw came here last Saturday from
to take (huge of a
Sin
switch engine In the local yards of
that company, and who was found
some hours later lying unconscious
with a bad wound in his head, will
tills week. His asleave the
sailants made good their escape. They
been
three switchare said to have
men who objected to the company
bringing a man here from another
city to take cnarge of tne engine.
II IS

ho-plt- al

anti-Japane- se

anti-Japane- se

Japs Are Arming.
Vancouver. Sept. 10. The Chinese
and Japanese quarters of Vancouver
are practic-- i lly in a state of selge.
Hundreds of revolvers and guns were
sold yesterday to the Orientals until
the police prohibited the sale of firearms to any one. Kvery Chinese merchant goes about with un armed body
guard und at the entrance of every
Chinese store stands a Mongolian
with a Winchester rifle. All the Chinese working within a radius of fifteen miles from Vancouver have been
summoned and are tilling all the
houses In the Oriental quarter.
The question has been raised as to
whether the city or the I)oinlnlon Is
responsible for the 120.000 damage
done by the mob Saturday and Sunday nights.
The chief of police has sworn In
one hundred special constables. The
AND CONDITIONS militia wIM also be called out on any
sign of further disturbance.

TURTLE

Salt Lake Passenger on Santa Fe Tracks Has Peculiar Accident.

anti-Japane- se

Washington, P. C Sept. 10. The
crop reporting board of the bureau
of statistics of the department of
agriculture. In a report today finds
the following:
The condition of corn on Sept. 1,
was (SO. 2. as compared with 82.8 lust
month; i0.2 on Sept.
liU6; and a
ten year average of 81.
The average condition of spring
wreat when harvested was 78.1, as
compared with Ttf.4 lust month, and
83.4 for 1906, at the time of harvest in g.
The average condition of the oats
crop when harvested
was 65.0.
on
against ".". last month;
81.9
Sept. I. 19U6, and a ten year average
of 82.6.

SANDIA

METEOR

DEAD

IN

BED WITH
BULLET

IN

Chicago. III., Sept. 10. The dead
body of Miss Maud Westertteld, 26
years old. was found in bed at her
home in Indiana street today with a
bullet wound over the left temple.
The police are searching for Uldward
Hililerbrand, who has been boarding
at that house.

TRAVELERS ALLEGE

IINATI

WAS

BRIGHTER THAN
THE SUN
Thomas Navlon. confidential clerk
for P. F. Mci'unna, says that the
meteor or whatever It was that fell
on the Sandla mountains Saturday
afternoon, mailt? a pyrotechiiical display worthy of being brought to the
territorial fair.
through
Mr. Nay Inn was driving
the quiet precincts of Parelas when
he saw something In the heavens In
the east that made him sit and take
notice. It was brighter than the sun
and came directly out of the sky like
a shot. It seemed to come straight
down, and disappeared near the easi
end of the Sandla mountains. In a
shower of fire. It looked as though
It fell on the mountains, but it may
have lien far beyond I he mountains.
It had the shape of Daniel's comet.
It had a large blunt hqad with
tall of fire.

TEMPLE

Lincoln, Neb., Sept.

Claiming
members
of the United Commercial Travelers,
J. W. Nation and F. M. Haw ken.
uf Freemont, today charged the Union Pacitii: with gross discrimination
in passenger trattic, am! demand the
state railway commissioners
maka
an Immediate Investigation. They allege that tho Union Pacific has burred local passengers from trains Nos.
1, 2, 7 and 8 between Council Muffs
and the Wyoming line.
Haw ken and Nation submit that
they were refused tickets and weri
prevented from going from Council
lilntls to Fremont. The railway officials claim that the Interstate traffic
demands that local passengers ba
barred from thee trains

that they represent

10.
42.0UU

SPOUTS AT CINCINNATI
PO.vrPO.Nl.l OXK DAY.
Cincinnati, O.. Sept. 10. Tho
national
baseball
game and tlie bowlers' day evenis,
in which tiftv representatives of seven
busciball leagues were entered, had to
be postponed today until tomorrj.v
on account of a heavy rj n trip soaked League park.

ALBUQUERQUE

r.(;rc two.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

WITNESS SAYS
I

1

IE

FREIGHT
National Bureau of Manufacturers Is Urging Better
Speed.
Chicago, III.. Sept. 10. Agitation
has been begun by the National Bureau of Manufactures
fur faster
freight train Fervlce between the
coasts,
with a view
and Pacific
to promoting trade between this
country and the Orient. It now
an average of sixty days to
have freight transported by rail from
New York, to San Francisco, and even
this cannot be relied upon, as frequently much longer time is required. Exporters of goods to the Orient
find themselves greatly handicapped
in their efforts to extend their trade
by the fact that they are unable to
guarantee delivery by any certain
date. Great losses have on more
than one occasion been sustained because manufactured articles sold for
the summer trade have been so delayed In transit that the summer was
over before they reached their destination, and when they arrived they
were wholly out of season.
In Kure.
European countries such as England, Germany, France and Holland,
have so regulated the transportation
of their wares as to be able to calculate to a nicety the exact time required for their delivery at destination, and In this respect they have
obtained a great advantage over the
American shipper.
It does not appear that there should be any good
shipments
why American
reason
should be any more uncertain in their
arrival In the Orient.
Exports from the t'nlted States to
the Orient now amount to about
$100,000,000 annually.
It Is claimed
that there Is no good reason why with
proper facilities this amount could
not be Increased fourfold, and a
strenuous effort is to be made to remove the obstacles to the accomplishment of this result so far as the
transportation question Is concerned.
The establishment of a fast freight
service by the railroads, It is claimed,
to
would soon become profitable
them, and their Interests would be
those of the
rromotGd as eTeat'y

mHnuf.cturer,

4.

CatChiViK

Sifdiiii'rSii

that lists be preIt
pared showing the sailing dates of
the Oriental steamship lines for a
year In advance, and In connection
with these to have a given time fixed
absolutely for the performance of the
transcontinental service, so that shippers in New York or eLsewhere on
certhe Atlantic coast could tell withgoods
tainty what steamship their
Pacific
would catch on arrival at the guarancoast. This done, they could
tee with reasonable certainty what
their
time the goods would arrive at shipdestination, as do the European
pers. Enough is Involved In the accomplishment of what the manufacturers have In view to make It worth
the railroads' while to
with them to the utmost In the attainment of their object.
is suggested

TIIK SANTA FK WILL
lMlTl Iti: t.HANH CANYON
The Santa Fe railway has discovered a new scheme by which It will
advertise and exploit the famous
Grand Canyon of Arizona In addition
to considerable money now expended
In printing booklets and other literature about the canyon.
Huge billboards are to be erected
at all Drlnclnal points over the sys
tem. On each board will be painteda large panoramic picture of the canvon us seen from the r. lovar noiei.
(The reproduction of the Titan of
Chasms is to be maae so realistic
that the passer by will Involuntarily
get a grip on something to keep from
falling In.
AGAINST
CllANGK IX ACtXCXTIXO
New York. Sept. 10. The presi
dents of several railways met
to discuss the new law under wheh
the railroads have been forced to
charge to operating expense cer
tain Items that heretofore have been
account.
charged
to construction
From their hotel one or more of the
presidents Is said to have have had
a telephone conversation with fres
Ident Koosevelt's secretary at Oyster
Bay. It Is stated that a number of
railroads are holding back the July
statements of their earnings because
of tt i st cwItiK which they are com
pelled to make under this law.
PHOTKKT

to-n-
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Sept.
10. After
Tucson, Arls..
meeting twice and deliberating for
some time, a Jury in the croner's
Investigation Into the death of a native who was killed some days ago
by a Southern Pacific train, held that
the man's death was due to the

road's negligence. The (load man had
been employed In a mining camp and
he got on a train without a ticket.
When the conductor threatened to
put him off. tic did not understand
and Jumped off the moving train, receiving Injuries which caused his
death.
XITVV SCIIF.MF. FOIt
IXSI'IX'TIVG TIIACKS.
Superintendent James Kurn, of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
During the recent
Is an Inventor.
wet weather, when tracks had to be
Inspected almost dally, Mr. Kurn
found the old system of going over
the road slowly and watching the
track from the rear platform of his
private car and the elimolng down
from this same high platform at
every little culvert and bridge too
Ftrenuous, so he set about to devise
some means to get closer to the track
and make the climb to the ground
shorter. The proposition was a difficult one to solve, but Mr. Kurn solved It after a little head work. Now
Mr. Kurn
and his roadmaster ride
along the track within six Inches
of the ties and when necessity demands that they alight, they can step
lightly to the ground without exertion. A hanging step such as Is
found on the rear end of a switch
engine hung on the rear end of an
ordinary day coach solves the problem.
This coach is hitched to the
rear end of the private car and the
otliclals ride on this step when inspecting the track.

division iiKAnyr
vnTnis
TO UK AT IMHC.LAS.
Douglas, Aril., Sept.

10.

It

Is off-

icially announced from headquarters
at El Paso that this city will be the
division headquarters of the E. P. &
S. W. road. The move Is made owing to the better handling of busi-

ness from Douglas.
S. Gortlko. a merchant of Tucson,
Ariz., has received damages in the
sum of $2,000 In a suit filed at Chicago against the Illinois Central railroad, In which he asked for $2,500.
He was forcibly ejected from a car
at Granada, Miss., last fall, without
cause.
Herbert Jones has been appointed
railway messenger for the Wells-Farg- o
Express company on the Lamy
branch. Mr. Jones had charge of one
of the large delivery wagons of the
Wells-Farg- o
Express company In this
city for several years and has many
friends In Albuquerque who will be
pleased to learn of his promotion.
Albuquerque friends of J. S. Morrison, city ticket agent for the Santa
Fe at El Paso, will be pleased to
learn of his recovery of a recent Illness which he suffered. One day last
week Mr. Morrison ibecame seriously
111.
A doctor was called In and Mr.
Morrison was taken to a hospital and
operated upon. He recovered from
this operation and is back in the of
fice again.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional disease, and In order to cure It you must
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken Internally, and acts direct
ly on tne Diooa ana mucous surraces.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years
and is a regular prescription.
It Is
composed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
aireciiy on tne mucous surraces. Tne
perfect combination of the two Ingredi
ents is wnat produces sucn wonderful
results In curing Catarrh. Bend for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists, price 75 c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlna- tton.

DISTRICT COURT
AT

SANTA

FE

Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 10. Today
has been occupied In the first Judi
cial district federal court with the
case oi the United States vs. Jose
Refugio Lucero, charged with making a false pension affidavit. Con
siderable time was occupied yesterday In securing a Jury for this case
but the twelve finally were sworn.
The case comes from Taos county.
Jesus M. Medina, who was Impllcat
ed In the same offense was convicted
at the last term of the federal dis
trict court here.
The I'nited Slates and territorial
grand Juries both reported when
court convened yesterday afternoon.
The I'nited States returned one true
bill and one "no true bill. The In
dlctment is believed to be for alleged coal land frauds
in San Juan
county involving a corporation and
Its officers.
The "no true" bill was
In a case of trespass on a national
forest against Ceeilio Moya alias Ce- licio Velasquez. The case was ordered
dismissed by the forestry department
In Washington upon the recommen
dation of Forest Supervisor Ross Mc
Millan.
Had Tetter for Thirty Years.
I have suffered with tetter for
thirty years and have tried almost
countless remedies with little, If any,
relief.
Three boxes of Chamber
Iain's Salve cured me. It was a tor
ture. It breaks out a little some
times, but nothing to what It used
to do. D. H. Beach. Midland City
Ala. Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale
by All Druggists.

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
"Unlliar't

Crlenil "

1M,i'c
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to women, carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safetv and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
V.irtVi for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her m
The rliiU is
a mutton more favorable to speedy recovery
is a God-sen- d

II
is worth t'jflllfl!
M If II I J M Mil
toeverv
in
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application
CradfieJd Regulator Co. Atlanta
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MURDER

Gigantic Carnival of Sports
SEPTEMBER 23, 29, SO

Declares Boy Who Was Shot
Was Victim of Deliberate
Intention.

$3,000.00

Globe, Ariz., Sept. 10. From
the
statement of Hafael Romero, the
young man who was with Mateo
Rodriguez when he was shot to death
by Estanlslado Lucero near the old
Grcsetta ranch, the shooting was a
case of deliberate murder, Instead of
accidental shooting as claimed by Lucero.
Romero was the only man living
who could tell the real truth of the
killing without getting his own neck
In a noose, and It was for him that
the sheriff's office has been looking
for since the body of Rodriguez was
found and today the sheriff landed
the young man.
Identifies Lucent.
Romero was taken to the county
Jail, and when he faced Lucero in his
cell, he turned to the sheriff and
said: "That is the mun who did the
shooting."
According to the story told by
Romero, he and Rodriguez were In
the melon patch of the Grosetta
ranch and about sundown they were
approached by Lucero, who called to
them from a distance to leave the
place. Evidently thinking that they
did not Intend to obey his command,
and becoming enraged, Lucero threw
the rifle to his shoulder, which he
had been carrying in his hand and
taking deliberate aim. fired al them.
Fired Seven Times.
Rodriguez nnd Romero started to
run and while they were making
away Lucero fired again and again.
seven shots In all, the last taking
effect In Rodriguez's body, entering
he back under the right shoulder
and producing Instant death.
Lucero when questioned yesterday
admitted that he had fired a shot
at two men who were In the melon
mtch, but claimed that he had fired
but once and ttiat time over their
heads, merely to frighten them. Romero gives the deliberate lie to this
statement, however, and accuses Lucero of the cold blooded murder of
his young friend, and attempted murder of himself.
This puts an entirely new aspect
upon things, and places Lucero in a
ery serious position.
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WE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets,
cabinet made.
There Is nothing to
convenient and
Made of solid oak, and will not split
equal It near the price we are quoting.
or warp In the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" ha9 a place for everything
Enables you to do your kitchen work In half
needed In preparing a meal.
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N. M.
$20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week.
the-mo-

IN PURSES AND PREMIUMS
Base Ball
Horse Races
Cocking Mains
Trap Shooting
Bronco Busting

Jubilee

Singers

Balloon Ascension
Miners' Drilling Contest
Indian Sports and Exhibits
Agricultural and Mineral Exhibits
ALBUQUERQUE DAY, SEPTEMBER 29
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Aniceta Abeyta, Pres.
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

round trip from all points south of
Fare,
Las Vegas, via the Santa Fe.
1-

10. 1907.

Have YOU Been In

GO TO

The SOCORRO FAIR

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

FASTER CROSS

Trnsivw. sF.rri:Mni:it

Conrado A. Baca, Sec.

Write ni for
Catalogue and Prlwa

J. Korber & Co.

ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO

leased his residence at the capital
J. D. Ear-l-a, PrMldent
during the absence of his family to
Cha. Ifellnl, crwtvy
governor lurry, will nave Apart
Q. oiomi, yie President.
O. Bacaeckl, TTeAsmr'
ments meantime at tne Hotel Claire.
Mrs. C. R. Klein of Jennings.
Louisiana, who has been In Santa Fe
for some time as a guest at St. VinI
cent's sanitarium, Is spending a few
t.ttftMOrl to
UOCXCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ days at the Valley Ranch
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI V filOMI.
resort on
Attorney George II. Bunker, of Las the Upper Pecos.
WHOLK9ALK DEALER IN
Vegas, Is In Santa Fe.
Thomas Lyons, well known cattle
gone
county,
raiser
of
to
has
Grant
Griffith,
of So Xew
Attorney John E.
York City for n month's visit on
corro, is In Santa Fe.
business. He was for many years
Miss Huby Hillsman Pickett,
of president
Wa
of the Lyons Cattle comirirytblna In Hook to outfit tbo
Albuquerque, is in Santa Ee.
pany of that section.
mott
fastidious bar eomplota
near
who
Sandoval,
lives
Antonio
J. F. Hlnkle, of Hoswell, who
agents In tha louthwi far Jaa. B.
Have
appointed
niorieta, was a business visitor in hasHon.
been
exclusive
represented his district several
Santa Ee today.
Schlltx, Wm. (.amp and 8t Loula A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
times in the council of the legislative
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. MonMrs. Percy Wilson, wife
of the assembly, and who is the senior memmayor of Silver City, has gone to ber of the board of equalization, was
arch, and other etandard krenda of whiaklea too numeroua to mantles.
southern California for an extended In Santa Fe yesterday to attend the
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS. gHZZZ?m8
meeting of the board.
visit.
But eell tha at might article aa received by u from tie keet .Uerlea,
J. Ft. Ijimy, of Santa Fe, lelt todfly
Frank Dlbert, assistant secretary
Distilleries and Breweries In tte United feUt a. Call sad lataeat U
for Faywood Hot Springs, where he and treasurer of the Santa Fe railStock and Prlco, or write for Illustrated
un,
expects to spend a couple or weeKS way, accompanied his wife, daughud irie
.
ters and younger son on their trip
taking the buths.
Issued to dealer only.
from Santa Fe to Kansas.
He is
Cant. David J. Leahy, assistant V. expected
to return In a few days. He
In
S. Attorney for New Mexico, is
present
spending
is
at
week
the
UXJtXWUeKKUoaKWOXeX
Santa Fe from Las Vegas to attend '
Kansas.
Ihu .aalnna rt lha IT K court
Tnrklngton
A.
Adjutant
P.
General
Sheriff Boone C. Vaughn of San
Fe from Camp
Juan county, was in Las Vegas Mon- - has returned to Santa participated
In
uay, where he placed a patient In the Perry, O., where he
tournashooting
national
annual
the
New Mexico Insane asylum.
team
captain
was
ment.
the
of
He
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of representing the New Mexico nationthe Santa Fe railway system for Xew al gurd which
finished In thirty-se- v
Mexico, Is in Santa Fe on legal busi
enth place in a list of forty-eigh- t.
ness.
A. R. Rrlgden, Industrial teacher at
I yet mo paper and paint yonr
James A. Tarr and Henry Tarr of
Training school at
hou.xe.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Stanley, who have homesteads in that the Moqul Indian
LT.
S.
Is
at
Arizona,
the
Canon,
Prompt attention to mail orders.
vicinity and are also interested in n Teams training
In
Fe
Santa
school
Indian
Cars Will Arrive to Make First towr.site, were In Santa Fe yesterday. for the week. He is on a visit and for
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.
Mrs. J. Bernard Wood and baby of
and recreation. The Indians at
Trips by That
Santa Fe, left today for St. Louis, rest
Is
training
which
he
school'
at
the
Q
South 8econaand Leao
Missouri, where they will visit Mrs. employed
but
are mostly Moquls,
Wood's parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. B. there are some Navajos. The average oavwisra)ravweywMayv
Date.
Piatt.
attendance is 165. Mr. Hrigden states
William J. Tipton, a special agent they are doing very well. The Indians
021 North First Street.
Phone No. 483
federal government, has re on the reservation will ralae good
Estancla, X. M., Sept. 10. Duncan of the to
Santa Fe arter a trip on crops of corn this year, but the usual
McUilltvray states that the new auto turned
Xew large cropB of fine peaches will be a
business in southern
line to Albuquerque will be In op oftlclal
Mexico.
failure on account of late frost. Mr.
eration by Oct. 1.
Juan Gallegos, sheep ralsfr In the Brlgden will remain at the capital
Mr. and Mrs. Mcuilllvray recently
returned from the east, where Mr. vicinity of Plnos Wells and Jose de until Friday.
MeOtlllvray had gone to inspect dif Jesus Homero, of Punta, a Torrance
ferent makes of automobiles for the county farmer, were urnongonthe arriv
personal CORPORATIONS FIlT
Albuquerque - Kstancla
automobile als In Santa Fe yesterday
line. The trip Included visits to New business.
Hon. Alexander Mead, territorial
York. Boston, Washington and other
points In the far east.
atttorney for the district composed
THEIR
ARTICLES
a number of of Rio Arriba and San Juan counties.
After examining
makes, Mr. MeOilliray decided on the Is In Santa Fe from his home at
Dolson automobile, manufactured at Tltrra Amarilla.
10.
The
Santa Fe. X. M., Sept.
Charlotte, Mich. He purchased three
Mrs. Klchard Hudson, wife of Col.
of incorporation
of these, which were shipped from Richard Hudson, of Deming, the lat- following articles
.New York on the 31st of August, and ter being well known In this city, has have been filed In the oflice of Tertne railroad officials have promised to returned to her home from a visit to ritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
Pace Mercantile Company. Princi
have them here not later than Sep friends in Silver City.
pal place of business at Duran, Tro- tember 20. .
A Ice Company.
Southwestern Brewery
C.
Washington,
D
Stewart,
of
rance county. Territorial agent. John
The cars are each fifty horse pow
er, seated for seven passengers each C, chief examiner in the pension of- - J. Pace, at Duran. Capital stock 5,- Is in Santa Fe as a witness in an IMM), divided Into one hundred shares
Kach car will be provided with a tlee.
pension fraud ca.e before the of $50 each, object, mercantile busifolding truck and baggage racks, alleged
nited
States district court.
ness. Period of existence, tlfty years.
THE
when not in use to be folded out of l
way;
me
closed top with mica fronts
Frank P. Jones, merchant and mln Incorporators John J. I'ace, A. A.
attached, so that passengers will "be Ing operator at Silver City Is in San Hall. W. A. Jackson, all of Tucum- protected In all kinds of weather. ta Fe. He was present yesterday at cari.
Principal
company.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Sam Schllff
In pleasant weather the mica fronts the sessions of the board of equallxa
place of business at Silver City,
can be rolled up altogether out of tlon of which he Is a member.
agent,
county.
Sam
way.
Territorial
Grant
the
Each car is fitted with two
W. H. Walton, of Silver City, editor SchlilT, at Silver City. Capital stock.
Roofing
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex
acetelvne road lights, two side oil
lumps and one rear oil lump. The of the Silver CUy Independent, and $50,uii0 divided into live hundred
secretary
termor
democratic
the
of
par
$100
each.
"AVbuquerque-Bstanclvalue
a
stiares
of
of
the
name
Auto
is in Santa Fe (itjvt, mercantilo
business, periou
appear on lal central committee, newspaper.
Albtsqaerqoe, New Mexico
will
molle I'ompany
First and Marquette
in business for his
of existence, fifty years. Incorpora
both sides of the hood, and the num
bers 1, 2, and S on the dash of the
Mrs. Laura Heck, of Pueblo. Colo., tors Sam SchlilT. Ike Holzman and
Sohwarz, all of Silver City.
cars. The cars are speeded to fifty Is In Santa
Fe for a few days visiting Julius
company.
Remedy
The Mexican
miles per hour. Each car Is fitted her aunt. Mrs. C. H. Marsh. She Is
nn extra large gasoline tanKs cur on her way to lon Angeles and will Principal place of business at Clay
county.
I
nion
Territorial agent,
rying twenty gallons to the car.
leave the latter part of the week for ton.
,
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
at Clayton. Capital
Robert H.
Cars Daily.
coast.
the
divided Into one
stock $1,000,000,
While no schedule will be named
par
St. P. HALL, Proprietor
Raynolds
W.
James
hundred thousand fhares of the
until after the oars are In oneration
it
Iron and Brisa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
intended to start one car from returned to Santa Fe last evening value of $10 each. Object, manufacture and sale of patent medicines.
Willard and one from Albuquerque from I.as Vegas where he has been
ing. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aai Iroa
his par- - Period of existence, fifty years. Incoreach morning, t ntll the road Is In spei.ding a few daya
Fronts (or Buildings.
A.
Hay,
Mrs.
C.
porators, John
Jefferson
good shape, seven or eight hours will mts, Mr. and
Slack. Frank
stopmlro on mining and Mill Mmehlnmry a Bpaolalty
His wife and children, who Mutt. Charles F. Kilerle ana Hubert
be consumed in making the trip. Af nolils.
Albuquerque. N. B.
9 Foundry east side of railroad track.
ter the roads are improved, this wil accompanied him to the Meadow H. Dean, all of Clayton.
o
lie materially reduced. Work on the Cltj hnve none from there to iiinaha.
(
Raynolds
h.ivlng
troex?exsoax3ex3exoex3exDeK)e3eo
Mr.
.Nebraska.
road has been begun north of town
THIM1I1 MX THINKS
UK'S A lAHOMOTI K.
and another crew of workmen wll
be put to work In TIJeras canon, the
Colo., Sent. 10. l'uIIlnK
Trinidad.
first
of next
week. Experienced
locomotive ami worklnir his hatula
SUPPLIES
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS
chaffeurs will be In charge of the
anil arms continuously to Imitate pis
cars.
Is pacing tne
rol.t,
ton
ltufus
Saren
Every effort will be made to have Kever.poiltiTelynewpoUwoyonrlunfi. If too
of the county Jail uniler the
Native and Chicago Lumber. Slicrwlii-Wllllan- i'
Iulnt None
the cars running regularly in time to eougb Tru from a tlniple cold only ou tliould oorrlilors
broo. delusion that he Is a huire locomoPlaster, Lime, Cement, (.la. Sash, Hours, Kto.,
Itulldlnir l'aM-r- ,
bring passengers from the Duke City lwajt tiwl, tooihe, nd ease the irritated
by
captured
the
engine.
tive
He
was
It
with
ciil,l tniu
Iwi't tiltndlr tunnreas
to the Torrance county fair at Estan
Klc, Fte.
thlngt police early yesterday morninK, but it
tupelyiiig poison. It'i itrangn bow i
cla October
It was Intended to finally
twenty yearn l)r.8hoop required mi men to (ret him benino
come
For
about.
order four cars, liut three was al hai constantly warned people not to take coimb the bare of the city Jail. letter he
C. BALD RIDGE
that cuii Id be shipped In a railroa
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opinio, was
423 South
to
the county Jail,
freight car, and as soon as found Chlorolunn, or similar poisons. And now little whereremoved
he continued to carry out the
lauvi
though Cougrtm lays rut it on tne
necessary another carload will be or late
FYeuden-thpantomime.
Ir.
our Couth Mixture. ' Goodl ludicrous
if Ml,,!,, .n. tn
(iered.
tried to make an examination ,PK0K3eK)eK)e3K)C
Vun ,y.l HaiMfur for Hivery reasuumotliert.
The company has been assured lot and
others, should Insist on hating IT. Snoops of the man yesterday, but was forced
for garage purposes In Stanley, Mc Couglt Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Snoop to postpone it on Hicount of Inability
A. C. DILICKE and JOHN S. MITCH EI X Invite tJuetr friends to make
it must if to handle him.
intosh and Willard by the owners o latwls- -a ud none in tike Hawiickaa, else safe,
f
He came here rebut II
law be on the label. And It's not only
townsitea, anil in Estancla and Mor
Xew .Mexico headquarters svt
cently
Katon.
y
from
r
a
said to be by those that know it txwi. trui
tarty the business men have taken
Take Do chance then.
mriit.u.riiih named.
the matter up and will secure site particularly
with your chlldrun. Insist on havlnj
Ituie Hack.
fir. aih.n-- rvih riira. Com oara carefully the
free of cost to the company.
This Is mi ailment for which
bhuop package with othars and note the
Ir.
Chamberlain's Pain Halm hag prova ne ence. ISO poison marie wreno a u 14
COMING EVENTS.
en especially valuable.
alway s be ou the sat aide by demanding
In almost
Lot Angeles, California
every Instance It affords prompt and
permanent
September 15 Opening of Crystal
relief. Mr. Luke La
Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
tlraiiKe of Orange, Mich., says of It:
theatre.
attention to gueits is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
September 15 Return of Boston
After using a plaster and other remedies for three weeks for a bad lame
Ideal Opera company to the Casino,
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
back, I purchased a bottle or ChamSeptember 28. it and SO Socorro
'
li. Depot and beach Una cars stop at tha Hollenbeck door.
berlain's I'ain Halm, and two applicounty fair.
cations affected a cure." For sale
ter
October 1 J Twenty-sevent- h
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Improvement Shown In Many
Lines According to
Henry Clews.
New

X

York, Sept.

10.

Outside

in-

terest In the stork market has shown
further Improvement this week. Expectations of a favorable result at

next Tuesday's sale of 140.000,000
stock and
per cent corporate
KVt
bonds of the City of New York have
conbeen largely responsible for thisfeeling
dition; while a more cheerful
In regard to 'the money situation
time money at any rate seems to
tiave modified recent fears of excessive stringency.
It is quite true that Secretary
action in depositing public
funds In the banks of the country
actively
became
before conditions
acute has had. a reassuring effect;
probable
more
that
than
but it is still
the money situation will continue an
Important adverse influence in the
market for a considerable time, extending at least over the turn of the
year. We are now on the threshold
of the annual movement of funds to
the agricultural sections to finance
the crops, a fact emphasized by the
firmer tendency of call money.
These call funds have been availfor some little
able for shipment
time, the banks refusing to commit
them for fixed periods, well knowing
that the demand must come as soon
as the crops were ready. Call money
rates have been almost nominal for
some time under these circumstances,
but are now dhowlng a firmer tendency, and the wlhdrawals for shipment to the interior may be, under
depended
circumstances,
ordinary
upon to force Interest rates up to at
least the same basis as time money.
The natural effect of such an advance
will be to cause liquidation, especially of securities that banks and other
lenders do no favor as collateral.
Lnlors Not so Discriminating.
While call money is in the vicinity
of 3 per cent, lenders are not so discriminating in their scrutiny of collateral as when rates reached 6 and
above. When the latter range becomes general there is usually a
weeding out of lenders of the poorer
classes of securities, which causes in
turn liquidation of these securities
at a time they have a very limited
market.
The situation, therefore, is one requiring caution in buying and offera
to
confine
distinct encouragement
purchases to the higher grades of securities whose efficiency as collateral
is never questioned.
Securities
of
the lower grades if purchased at all
purat the present time should be
chased outright, as with more active
money there is apt to be pressure to
sell on a market that will not take
them freely.
Banking interests are fully alive to
the money outlook and are enforcing conservatism In channels where
such action is necessary. This means
a continued check in business of a
highly speculative character, and to
a measurable degree is a protection
against an eventual widespread business embarrassment.
On the other hand, the favorable
agricultural outlook is a decided Influence against extreme depression,
and the market for the immediate
future is apt to be one of wide and
within comparaactive fluctuation
tively safe limits. Barring possible
damage by early frosts to the corn
crop, otherwise the record for the
balance of the harvest of 1D07 Is now
about assured.
Crops Above Average.
As already noted in these advices,
the prospects certainly do not favor
bumper crops in any direction, but
in all cases they will be well above
the average and will be worth In dollars and cents to the farmer fully
what actual bumper crops have In
the past proven to be worth.
News developments of the week
have, taken altogether, been rather
favorable. Active purchases of wheat
for export have ibeen a prominent
feature, which has naturally operated
against sterling exchange, removing
the probability of further gold exports for some little time. Crop conditions remain favorable, although
the harvest will not, of course, reach
the extreme figures of iao. There,
however, has been a compensating
benefit In the much higher prices the
farmers are receiving for the smaller
product this year than they received
for their bumper product
of
last
year.
Prices Higher.
Wheat prices. for instance, are
about 25c per bushel higher than at
this date last year; while corn is selling about ljc per bushel higher figures which when applied to products
aggegating hundreds of millions of
bushels mean a tremendous increase,
not alone In the wealth of the agricultural sections, but in the additional
credit that such wealth provides; and
which in turn necessarily be retievted
In the increased purchasing power of
luxuries and the more staple products of industry.
The Increase in the Chicago, Burlington & uuincy divided from a 7
to an 8 per cent basis and the additional 6 per cent distribution had
on Thursday on
a stimulating eff-Great Northern preferred
and the
Northern I'aoltlc, which Jointly control the road, and through them on
On the other
the general market.
hand, the decision
dissolve the
Union I'ai'illc convertible bond syndicate without having disposed of the
bonds suggests a disposii.un on the
part of keen bond experts to look for
sliKht, if any. improvement in the
bond situation in the near future.
Copper Decline Not a 1'uclor.
The decline in the official price of
copper to 17'sc was of slight imit did not atlravt new
portance,
buvng of llie niel.il on any large
scale, for it merely reil ted an oitl-cirecognition of a price that had
been actually current for come weeks
and no increased Inducement existed
to purchase the supplies at an official
than at an unofficial price. There
are excellent indications that the Incopper ligures
Ich
in
dustries
prominently are still doing a good,
the period of exsteady
treme activity, has lion ever, evidently
passed, which is merely a repetition
of londitions existing in other important industrial deparements.
There is, however, little change. In
In financ ial conditions.
a broad sen.-The stock market ha undergone a
represented by somereadjustment
thing like f S.uuu.OUU.UuU, and it is
only natural that a conespMiding re
Cor-telyo-

t

adjustment, perhaps not so spectacular, shall follow in mercantile and
Industrial circles. The fundamental
trouble in both the financial and
commercial markets is that capital
has been invested more or less permanently has lost Its liquid form
and Is not available either for stock
market purposes, for the regular
channels of trade distribution, or for
the working capital of the Industrial
world.
Need of Caution.
Under such circumstances the necessity for an enforced caution In
undertaking new ventures is at hand
and cannot well be Ignored In stock
The records
market considerations.
of the mercantile agencies are illuminating in this connection, showing for
August, for instance, an Increase in
commercial embarrassments compared with the corresponding month of
last year, and it is significant that
the Increases are almost exclusively
in Industrial circles.
thus giving
practical demonstration of the widespread scarcity of capital for legitimate business enterprises.
The liabilities for August failures,
for Instance, aggregated more than
115.000. 000, as compared with about
$9,000,000 In August, 1906.
In departments other than industrial there
was a sharp decrease In liabilities,
those of brokerage, Insurance and
real estate concerns for Instance footing up less than those of August,
1906, while banks and trust companies falling during the month of
August had liabilities of about
or 15,000,000 less than in
August. 1906.
Sound and Sane Policy.
A rather good evidence of the contraction of the demand for luxuries
is contained In the monthly report of
the appraiser of the port of New
York.
The imports of previous
stones, for Instance, during
the
month of August amounted In value
to $2,983,862, compared with $3,382.-29- 6
in August 1906. Since January
1
the nunnber of automobiles imported has been 804, comparing with
935 during the corresponding period
of last year, and .the value of such
autos, as officially declared at the
custom house, was $2,816,589, as
against $3,158,143.
There are signs that a period of
contraction to a sound and sane 1)8318
of living Is at least beginning; the
uncertainties of the political camr,
paign though necessarily of an
is a factor that is calling for
recognition In the financial situation,
while the knowledge that the presidential election year of 1908 is approaching and that the contest is undoubtedly to be remarkalbly strenuous In still another feature suggesting the desirability of taking frequent reasonable profits when obtainable to admit of buying back on the
reactions, we are now In for a more
active trading market with wide
fluctuations.
HBNIIY CLEWS.
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KAISER HORRIFIED AT HIS
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW-

PitflH

G. L. Brooks,

J.

M. Moore V. P. and Mgr.

Established 1888
Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

She Was Poor Before Her Marriage
But She Is Spending the Cash

Flro Insurance

With Recklessness Now.

ABSTRACTS

LOANS

Agenta tor the beat lire
Inaarance companlee. Telephone u the amount you
want on your realdenae
and houaehold gooda. It
la dangeroue to delay.

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real
tor the paat ZO year,
without a alngle loa to
loanor. Uatety and aatla-factito both partlea.

Abatraale of title torn-lahon Bernalillo County proparerty on abort e.
The only eat of
book that la up to
date. Price raaaonable.
ed

ea-ta- te

no-tle-

ab-atr-
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ForSale
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act

Central $1ft 6 room modern residence in
Yov Highlands.

West

Ave. Easy Payments.

Oft 3 room residence near shops.
will buy a business loca- - ipy
Cftftnft
ipyUUU tion, 4 lots. Partly Im- proved. Pays 8 per cent on investment at present with two lots MA 4 room cottage Keleher

Y"

vacant.

right down to cases, the kaiser
man who must foot all thf

of the Hoheniollern family.
the imperial worrlment.
kaiser does not
know exactly what to say to his
daughter-in-labut It Is
spendthrift
safe to say that he will think up
something of an appropriate nature
to impart to the princess before long.

Avenue.

Up to date, the

FORMER NEW MEXICAN
KILLED

TULSA

IN

DeWltt's Little Early

Risers

good for any one who needs
Sold by J. II. O'Ulclly A Co.
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pill.
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The St. Elmo

Every Woman
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MARVELWhirlingSprav
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YkIhI lyrinr.

im. il cieititM
Tlntuuitly.
Sylvester Morris, father of George
Morris, residing at Kstancia, and who ak vonr dninlt for It,
up to a year ago was a well known IfM li r annulI, iupif theno
sheep raiser In the Estanela valley, ntliitr ItKnft EaiMin
llatn ft fuT
m
k?. af ..
was shot to death recently in the outp&rtlctiiart ana niTwi mu in w
skirts of Tulsa, I. T. Deputy United full
Kl I'.
TtlnftVle to Urtu. M A
States marshals were lying In wait
for an alleged bootlegger and when
Morris drove past 'n the darkness,
MEN AND WOMEN.
they called upon him to halt.
He
Dm Bl( CI for annttural
was deaf and did not hear the comdiK.'taftrM,la.niiD.tiona,
or nlooroUou
mand and was subsequently shot and
Irritation,
U
OuruliN
me
e etriever.
fX
of mil eon. m.mbr.HM.
Instantly killed.
FfclolaM, ond not Mtria
The son residing at Kstancia was r.ytTNt Evms CHtmettO. ff.nt
poiROQOU.
or
unable to go to Indian Territory when
old j DnnliU,
he received word that his father was
or Mnt la Bl.in wrm.
dead, as only a few days ago he had
br iprM, prapsld. tor
1.00. or S botllM si.76.
his left arm crushed while working
OlroalM wot oa moMt.
with a well drilling outfit.
a
The bootleggers were captured
few hours later as they passed along
the same road.
V
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort able from
'he start.

OF

The burning and aching
:aused bv stiff soles ?nd the
evils of thin soles aie ore- vented bv the Red Crc ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish

Personal Knowledgj

Personal knowledge is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
A

vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement of the
highest excellence in any field of human effort

shoe

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health
when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and EJixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

Parts

BARNETT,

oaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoao

r

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use: that it is the first
and best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative.' As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the Well Informed ot the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial
name of
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
California Fig Syrup
name of the Company
printed on the front of every package,
Co.
I
.1
ll t
o
ori rr igs
oyrup
wnetner you can lor
or by the full name
Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna.

J
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Clarkville
Coal Yard

that's

Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the llv
Writing about cakes, pies and
Inst.
other pastry from our ovens. Carefully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be gooAt
Everybody knows about our bread.
What? You don't? Better get

PIONEER BAKERY
807 South

absolutely
vomfortcble

s5

All kinds of coal and wood.

JOHN S. BEAVEN,

A'o. Si, RiJ Cnm
faunt Celt Bliuitr,

PHONE 4.

$4.00

ANTUIIACITK
AMK1UCAN

--

oil sizes.

BI-OC-

MIIXWOOH.
KINDMNG.
MOUNTAIN

WOOD.

)xfords,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

If You Want A

WFA. CHAPLITi

Plumber

121 RaUroad Awtaua

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNC3

w,th

!

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL..
NEW YORK,N.

First Street

EXCURSIONS
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londonSenglaNd.

0 room residence in 3d ward

Modern.

will buy a pood 5 room

II Aft cottage
plUU

C

comes
is the
bills
Hence

sg&ssf&gft
For Rent
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This Is the. PrinnesH iYcderickEiUiel, who lias Emperor William on
edge, because of her extravagance.
Berlin. Sept. 10. The kaiser is a commenced to give rein to all her
greatly worried man these days, and feminine love for the nnery and fixings which were denied her in the
aJl on account of a woman.
This woman is the Princess Fred- dear old dava when she was "so
sechappy
erick Eitel, wife of the kaiser's
and so poor," as the Princess
So.ph.ie Charlotte.
ond son.
So extravagant Is her taste, and
Before her marriage she was Princess Sophie Charlotte of Oldenburg. so numerous are her purchases, that
compelled
to live the kaiser is horrified; for, when it
Her family were

pn

Business Lot on corner.

Sure Winner for invest- ment. Will be worth double inside two years.
a

es

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Telephone 10

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

modestly, for the simple reason that
they were comparatively poor, and
when she was betrothed to the kaiser's favorite son the royal father had
no intimation whatsoever
of the
nightmare that was to follow.
Just as soon as she became the
JISTKIA.
Mrs. J. P. Brummer and her many bride of the prince and was able to
friends wish to correct the error of dip her fairy fingers into the Imstatement which was the cause of perial pants pockets, the princess
rude and uncalled for remarks after
the entertainment given at the Town
hall, Aug. 16, by the ladles of the
Methodist church of Darien. In no
part of the play "Bridget's Mistake." FARMINGTON EXPECTS
were the words "D
lie!" used by
Mrs. Brummer, who is a prominent
RAILROAD 10 PUEBLO
member of the church and one of
its most helpful friends,
and her
sunny temper finds no use for profanity either on or off the stage. Mrs.
10.
Farmington, X. M.. Sept.
Brummer has been a bright particuover the
Is rejoicing
lar star in both plays recently given Farmington
wWh very great success.
In "Hospi- prospect of having direct connection
tality" taking the part of Aunt Dinah, with Pueblo and the east through
and in "Bridget's Mistake" that of the new railroad which has Just been
"Dinah, the maid," the make up and Incorporated in Colorado.
accent on eaph occasion brought down
The name of the new road Is the
Pagosa and Del Norte railway and
the house. Darlen (Conn.) Keview.
the promoters are Whitnew Newton,
Ft. Bayard, N. M.. Sept. 3. 1907. of Pueblo, Horace N. Hawkins and
Sealed proposals in triplicate for ad- K. F. Klchardson, of Lenver, and
ditional work required in conection two or three others who are promiwith the Sewage Purification Plant nent stockholders.
The men interat this post, will be received here un- ested are the same who organized and
til 11 a. m., Oct. 2, 1907, and then built the Klo Grande, Pagosa and
opened. Information
furnished on Northern, which is now a part of the
application.
United States reserves Kin Grande system.
right to accept or reject any or all
The Pagosa and Del Norte will still
proposals or any part thereof.
have to traverse a very circuitous
containing proposals should route but will shorten the distance
be endorsed "Additional Work on between Pueblo and Farmington by
Sewage Purification Plant" 'and ad- more than 125 miles. It will traverse
dressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal, Q. M. a fine body of timber land and will
open a good agricultural country.
(Sept. 7, 9, 10, 11, 29, 30.)

e.

M. R. Summers, Secy.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

BILLS
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Pre.

TURKIC.

Dr. King's

flew Discovery
F0RC81!gsHS,

To Colorado and

east-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$13.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and re
turn (60 day limit) $72.90.

Account I. O. O. F.f Sovereign Grand Lodge.
or Minneapolis
$52.10. Tickets
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15
16. Return limit Oct. 2,
Call at Ticket Office for
St. Paul

return

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Standard Plumbing Seating Co

GUARANTEED SATISFACi'OiiV

T, E. PUROY, Agent.
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Tlie In test reports by As4Kiatel lre and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

5fie tJfiircl ejerm
delegate Andrews yesterday In an interview in The Citizen nn.l in the
New Mexican, of the Capital City, said he did not believe Roosevelt could
scape the third term If he so desires as he has stated emphatically that
he

does.

Considerable importance is attached to the delegate's statement since
It Is generally known that there is a deep sentiment In all parts of the country Wall street excepted perhaps in favor of a third term for Roosevelt.
Delegate Andrews Is in very close touch with the national administration and there Is even reason to believe that he knew whereof he spoke when
he said the nomination for a third term would be given to Roosevelt.
As far as the republicans of New Mexico are concerned, there Is no
doubt but that the nom'natlon of Roosevelt for a third term would meet
Moreover the people nf this territory, as the
with unanimous approval.
delegate suggests, look to Theodore Roosevelt more than any other man for
statehood.
The delegate's suggestion that a constitution be drafted for temporary
use and that a united effort be made at this time for single statehood Is
a good one.
The Citizen is of the opinion that things political are shaping
slowly and surely for a third term for Roosevelt.
Ordinarily the people do not look with favor upon a third term In the
presidential office, but there is no use In denying that there Is no better man
to carry out the Roosevelt policies thnn Roosevelt himself.
That Roosevelt's policies are approved by the great mass of the American people goes
without saying.
With Roosevelt in the race for a third term, statehood will most certainly be assured to New Mexico.
Theodore Roosevelt has said that he will no longer insist Upon Jointure
Nothing could be plainer.
If he will not
for New Mexico and Arizona.
Insist on Jointure, he certainly will not turn down the petition of this territory for single statehood in view of the fact that the people voted overwhelmingly for statehood with Arizona In deference to the president's wishes
In the matter last year.
Another Important factor In the statehood matter Is our new governor.
Captain George Curry.
Governor Curry is perhaps closer to the president than any man In this territory and could personally do more
than
to secure the support of the president for single statehood
Governor Curry Is for
could any delegation we might send to AVashlngton.
statehood first, last and all the time. He generally gets what he goes after
and his support and Influence can not be estimated too strongly.
The Citizen feels that this Is the physleologleal moment for statehood
for this territory.
It is up to the people to pull together, bury personalities
and work for statehood with might and main.
The third term question will be settled later ami If Roosevelt will con
sent to run, the people of New Mexico will have no complaint to make.
Rut the thing that Interests us all to the greatest extent at this time Is
statehood.
It Is undoubtedly ours for the asking If we get to work In earn
Perhaps
est and The Citizen believes the plan suggested is a good one.
better plan may be suggested later but no matter the means and ways, the
thing for us to do at present is to get together under a statehood banner and
work to win.
Statehood means everything to New Mexico and we want It.

lM(IM4iltUit

Horn, yesterday to Mr. and Mrs. C.
Maples, a boy baby.
New Clly Directories may be had
piece.
at The Citizen of lice for
Triple Mnk Reliekah Lodge will
regular
session this evening
meet in
it Odd Fellows' hall.
J. MacRae, a well known stork
raiser of Magdalena, who was In the
city a few days, left last night for tho
tncla valley.
The Brotherhood of the Presbyter- Ian church will hold an Interesting
ses-loparlors this
in the rhui'rh

l.

Tlie only Illustrated dally newspnicr In New Mexico and the best
mrcliiini of the Southwest.

n

venlng. A program Is arranged.
The students of the t'niversity are
busy this week preparing for the annual picnic of the institution, which
will be held in Hear Canyon on next
Saturday.
D. C. Lahbe, special representative
of the Occidental
Life
Insurance
company, will leave tonight for Ari
zona to be awav until the first week
in October.
Mrs. W. P. Metcalf has returned
home from spending the summer at
Santa Fe. Mrs. Metcalf was accompanied on her return by Mrs. H. S.
an Slyck. of Kl Paso.
The funeral of Isillta Baca, the
daughter of F. B. Baca,
of old town, who died last Sunday,
was held yesterday.
Interment at
Santa Barbara cemetery.
An examination of applicants for
the position of matron at the Albu
querque Indian school will be made
at the postofflce tomorrow by the
local civil service commission.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Womens' Relief Corps tomorrow
afternoon
at 2:30 o'clck at Red
Men's hall. By order of the presi
dent. Sadie Bowdich, secretary.
It was "Ladles night" at the Nye
tent show last evening and the place
was crowded with ladies for whom
no admission was charged. The play
produced was "Under
the Lion's
aw
and was well received by the
audience.
Roloff,
Huau,
Privates
Turner.
Baker, Dalton and Messinger, six enlisted men have arrived here to d
special duty in the new U. S. army
recruiting ofllce at 2U3 East Central
avenue, which Is in charge of Lieut.

?.r

Many new faces will be seen in the United States senate when congress
Perhaps
convenes in December, says the Arizona International-Americanever before have there been so many new members, added to this dignified
body at one time. Many of the old familiar faces of national statesmen
whom the American people have been reading about for many years, will be
missing.
Thirteen new members will be seen on the floor of the senate at
Following Is the
the opening of the sixtieth congress for the first time.
list:
John H. Bankhead, of Alabama; William E. Borah, of Idaho; Jonathan Rourne, Jr., of Oregon; Frank O. Briggs. of New York; Norrls Rrown,
of Nebraska; Joseph M. Dixon, of Montana; Jefferson Davis, of Arkansas;
Klmon Guggenheim, of Colorado; Joseph F. Johnston, of Alabama; T. H.
Poynter, of Kentucky; Harry H. Richardson, of Delawara; Isaac Stephenson,
The southern senators
of Wisconsin, and Robert L. Taylor, of Tennessee.
Morgan, Pettus, Berrv and Blackburn, will perhaps be missed more than
anv others. The south has good reason to feel proud of these men, as for
many years they have been recognized among the greatest and most conser
These men were always
vative men who have ever served In the senate.
present when great national topics were being debated and they took no
Of the younger men to
small part In the discussion of great questions.
leave this body, Senator Carmack's departure is regretted perhaps more than
any other.
Senator Carmack created a favorable Impression during the
short time he was a member of the Fenate.
n.
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The regular meeting of the Retail
Merchants' Association of Albuquer
que will be held In the rooms nf the
os.
Whiting
association,
block, Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock.
A run attendance Is requested. L. V.
Mochrldge, secretary.
The Dramatic club of the Univer
sity will open Its season of public per
formances on Friday evening at the
Casino with a production of "The
by the young
ladles of the club and 'a production
of "The Night After," by the young
men of the club.
The Nye Theatre Co.. tonight will
Council No.
entertain Albuquerque
1H, Universal Order of Foresters and
their many friends. Don'ti miss this
chance; come and get acquainted
with them. Foresters that have not
secured tickets may obtain same at
Vann's Drug store. L. V. Mockrldge,
secretary.
One Panfllo Revera, was arraigned
before Police Judge Craig this morn
ing on the charge of drunkenness
and sleeping in an alley. Panfllo de
nted that he was drunk, but said ne
sought the tiuiet seclusion of the alley and lay down afar from the maddening crowd Just to allay a puln in
his stomach. He was given live days
in jail.
The case of Antonio ArmlJo vs Dr.
M. K. Wilder wag settled In the old
town justice court this morning upon
the doctor agreeing to pay the court
costs, which amounted to $7.60. The
cause of the action wns the loss of
a piece of Jewelry at about the time
Cristina Armljo, the daughter of An
tonio, left the employ of Dr. Wylder.
Naturally the girl was suspected of
having stolen the article, which, however, was found later In the house.
The father brought suit to vindicate
his daughter.
Two of the four boys who stole
melons from the garden In back of
the residence of J. A. Weinmann on
Copper avenue last Saturday were
brought before Police Judge Craig
this morning to explain matters. The
hoys admitted that they had been
stealing and were severely repri
manded by the court. Marshal Jlc
Millln caught the boys In the act of
pillaging the Weinmann garden when
he went to arrest the two negroes
who entered the Weinmann house
Saturday. The melons were small
and unripe.
21-2- 3,
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Maylx- - lie Huh Too Many .lrls.
Editor Citizen, ALbuquerque, X. M.
1 am making seventy-fiv- e
dollars a
month, am single and don't save a
cent. I dress well but not extrava
gantly and I don't see how 1 could
live much cheaper than I do. I am
awaiting with Interest, your series on
the young unmarried man. Maybe 1
will learn something but you've got
to show me. I am preparing a few
statistics myself and I will send them
to you to t.liow yun what it is costing
me and how I upend my money.

KIOADEK.

It's Worth Trying.
The Citizen: I read with Interest
your story on how a couple lived and
sixty dollars per
on
saved money
month but 1 wish you wouldn't publish any more like that one. The
first thing 1 know, my husband will
nxpect me to do the same thing and
1
can't
it that way.
ANOTHEK Mltrf. CLERK.
si--

Can Always Have Something.
Editor Citizen: 1 am reading your
articles on how much It costs to live
and 1 think they will do a great
amount of good In some cases. I am
reminded of what John I. Rockefeller said about how to get rich: "No
matter how small your salary Is, save
something every day." 1 have lived
a long time In this world and raised
a family and we always saved something ami we are doing it now and
our income Isn't large either which
tells the tale. I think any young
couple can save money on sixty dollars a month if they want to and not
sutler either.
Sl'RSCRlllER.

The Ladies Aid of the Presbyter
church will give an experience
social In the parlor of the church
.
on
Wheat
94
Sept.
the eve of Sept. lUth. Entertain
'oru Sept. 111.
ment and refreshments will be serv
ed. I'l ice 2 j cents.
Now that summer Is over, the attorney general of New York Is about to
Oats S.pt. 63H.
o
I'ork Oct. $ r 0 7 i .
Why not hit the coal combegin action against the ice trust in that state.
A Humane Appcul.
Oct.
I'.UIT.
bine a saucy rap first?
A humane citizen
of Richmond,
Ribs Oct. &.65.
Ind.. Mr. I'. I. Williams, 107 West
The editor of the San Mardal Standard says lie has acquired the habit
New Yolk Metal Market.
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all perNew York, Sept. 10. Ixad weak. sons with weak lungs to take
This Is certainly un age of waste and
of eating one meal a day.
."ii'ii 4. To; copper
weak lie.TS'g King's New Discovery, the only rem
lo; Mlver lis '.f,
edy that helped me and fully comes
up to the proprietor s recommemla
The six pairs of lovers who rushed to be married In public at an Ohio
New York Money Market
itoii." It saves more lives than all
county fair when a sewing 'machine was offered, evidently believe that a
New York, Sept. 10. I'rlme merother throat and lung remedies put
hitch in time saves $8.
cantile paper 6 Hi 7 per cent;
together. Csed as a cough and cold
on call strong, 6 6 C.
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough
(Some men would rather be In Hades pumping thunder at 3 rents a clap
phthisic
After a heavy meal, take a couple ciulnsv.
hoarseness and
than to tell the truth if there were "nothing in It.
of Ian's Regulets, and give your stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
liver and bowels the help builds them un Ouaranteed at all
If Senator Foraker doe not stop "hurling defiance" so frequently he stomach,
they will need. Regulets bring easy dealers. 50c. ad 1100. Trial bottle
will
cut af material before long.
regular passages of the bowels.
free.
'

Rockefeller visited his New York ofllce the other day for the
eight years.
Is It any wonder that the poor man's business has
run down until he cannot afford to pay that $2!U"iO,ino fine?
John
first time

D.
In

Chicago Wheat Market
Sept. 10. Closing
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Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat
Si!

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

m

II1 tho (iucsi Come Hack?
The Citizen.
Hear Sirs: I am Interested In your
What does it cost to live" stories
and in fact Its the first time I ever
figured It down to dollars and cents
except In a general way. W'e used to
live on sixty dollars a month but
that was a long time ago. It now
costs us double that but we do not
exceed our Income so It doesn't mat
ter much. However, I would hate
to tackle the iub under present high
prices. I noticed one item in your
story of yesterday in which the Mrs.
Clerk bought five cents worth of
canteloupes. We can't buy one gjod
canteloue for that. Another thing
notice Is that Mr. and Mrs. Clerk
entertained a guest at dinner on K5
1 m
cents expenditure.
not saving
that they didn't, but did he come
.'
again
A RKADEU.

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
Good Gun

1

Ball.

fed ewes $4.50

StronglBlock
Cornered and Copper

Hunter's

y

The arrest of the two negroes for robbing the home of a well known
Albuquerque business man last Saturday within half an hour after they were
notified, reflects great credit upon the police department of Albuquerque.
Chief McMIUin believes that before the negroes go to trial on this charge he
Will have considerable testimony concerning them from other parts of the
territory and the catch will be found to be even a more Important one than
at present. The prompt arrest of violators of the law is one of the best,
safeguards the city has against robbery and crime of all varieties.
The
police have several good catches to their credit within the past few months
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
and not the least In Importance was the arrest of a counterfeiter, who was
caught at work with the goods on him.
The Citizen will criticise the police
Chicago Livestock.
or any other clly department Just hs quickly as It will praise them when
Chicago, Sept. 10. Cattle receipts,
they appear open to criticism, but The Citizen has no complaint to make about
Beeves
7500. Market steady.
against the police force under present conditions.
This is a bad town for $4.iM',i 1.7D; cows and heifers $1.25(if
5.:'0; Texas steers $3.50fiu.Oll: westcrooks.
ern cattle $4,110 fj 6.00 calves $fi.o)ir
7,.'tr,;
In opposing statehood, the Albuquerque morning paper evidently in 6.oo. stockers and feeders $2.6oii(
papers
re
to
large
casting
been
of
Join the
Arizona
tends
number
that have
&heep receipts about 18,000. Mar
flections upon this territory and fighting every attempt we have made to elite
steady.
ket
'( ! i a
Western $
papers
will
Is
likely
states.
not
of
yearlings
However,
It
the
Arizona
$5.50 i fi. 2f ; lambs $5.ou'oj
the union
that
tin;
$5,000(7.65.
western
In
when
so
i.
New
quite
Mexico
to
this
Fay
much
have
about statehood
terri
tory again goes after it. The morning paper should boost for statei.-od- .
for
Kansas City Livestock.
statehood Is the best thing that can happen to New Mexico, view i'.
Kansas City, Sept. JO. Cattle re
what standpoint you will.
celpts ltf.iniu. Including 1.0"0 south
erns. Market slow steady. Southern
cows
Olga Nethersole Is over again, bringing with her a weird h.it on which steers $;t.4iKii 4.50; southern
2.40;
stockers and feeders
This would $3.1Ti'k
2."i 5.35;
the feathers stand up "like quills upon the fretful porkyswlne."
$ t. 40 r,i 3.75
calves
bulls
seem to be a better "ad" than a quart of diamonds, which few women can $:i ra i ti.r.o;
western fed steers $:.KQ
afford to Imitate.
''I ;..:0 ; Western
fej cows $2.50'r
4.011.
Sheep receipts 15.000. Market low
What President Roosevelt meant, though he did not say It, was that the
Is a mollycoddle In petticoats, when he shouted er. Muttons $5.00 ci( 5.65; lambs $6.50
girl who uses a
'( 7.4o;
range wethers $ 5.25 'il 5'. 4 0
ashlon.
"Good, good!" at the crowd of girls riding ma
n- -f

Rugs, Crockery & Glassware

1

four-year-o-

.1.-

We find we have some
thirty odd Ladies' Desks
on hand. To reduce this
number we will give a special discount of 20 per
cent on these Desks for
cash, for this week only.

This week's expenditures
lire a
trifle ubove the average for actual
living expenses and under the average tor clothing for the family. The
cost of clothing the boy, who Is six
years old, amounts to about $15 a
year as the mother makes most of
his articles of clothing herself. She
also, with some help In the cutting
and fitting, makes her own dresses.
The hu.ibund has one new suit a year
and wears out two or three pairs of
overalls. At present It does not cost
him more than $40 a year for clothing.
It costs the wife about $60 a
year for her clothing, but she does
most of the sewing herself.
In this family there is no expense
for dishes, bed clothing, furniture
and household repairing for that is
furnished with the apartments for
which a rental of $11 a month la
charged,
"A Combination Washing."
The four families In this particular
neighborhood are on exeptlonaily
good terms, and as all the families
are small they combine and do their
washing together.
Monday is their
washing day and the four women so
divide the work that it Is easier to
accomplish It by this method than if
each family did Individual washing,
besides it la all done In one day and
the group is not inconvenienced by
several wash days in one week. They
all Iron on the same day, Tuesday,
but each family does its own ironing.
In another matter the four families
unite, in making lee cream on Sundays.
Almost every Sunday during
the summer, they made a freezer full
of Ice cream, nharlng
the cream,
work and expense among them.
a
Little.
Save
The family of three saves very lit
tle, but they save something.
Last
year though they had a fifty dollar
7
doctor's bill to pay the husJband occasionally must rrihsult a physician
In regard to his health
they had a
surplus of $44. The family is not W,
given to amusements that are expensive; the husband needs his leisure
time to rest and on Sundays he is
glad to sit on the front porch and
read. (Beyond visiting with the neighbors and a few friends elsewhere they
go out. but little, though sometimes,
of Sunday evening they attend
the
band concert In Robinson park or
attend some religious service.
In the winter time
two
about
dollars a week will be added to the
expense of the family for coal. The
cost of oil for burning in two lamps
Is 30 cents for two weeks; 35 cents
worth of ham or bacon Is sufficient
for the breakfasts of one week and
a quarter's worth of potatoes lasts a
week and a half. There are a number of slight Incidental expenses from
time to time, but very few unnecessary things 'are purchased
by the
family at all. Many families, such
as this one which has been accustom
ed to better Jiving would continually
,gru,m,bl; and bemoan their fate, but
Instance the wife Is contented
and the husband happy.
The boy
would ne comparatively happy In alany
most
raasonabl situation at his
age. The fatnily came here knowing
mat tney would need to undergo cer
tain hardships, but they came gladly 9
in the hope of the climate benefitting
the hushund. Now that his health is
gradually Improving they are happy.

tin

PosUifficc of Albuquerque, N. M.,

Special Sale of

LALIES' DESKS

.
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nor.
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srnsaumox uatks.

10,

1
A

l for Record.
Frank MeKec and
wife to l;. R. Steam lots 172 and
173. bloek H. 1'. Arnilju
and
l!ros. a rl t in
1'. F. Conbny
Sept. I
and
wife to W. I). Crahtrrc, part of
block 22, llunlng
lots 5 ami
Highland addition.
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After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. We now take pleasure in announcing that w'e have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
United States.

i

The Washington and Alfred Benjamin & Co.

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoats the clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

!

Fme Clothing and Furnishings

M. Mandell,

Crosset Shoes

a Nettleton Fine Shoes

THE BIG FUN SHOW

TTHIXXXXXXXXXXXXIZXIIXXXX

Beauty Parlors

The new rural comedy success 3

ZEKE

TIIH COUNTRY BOY

Devoted Exclusively to

Modern Vaudeville

kinds
We manufacture all
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComWill Open
plete line of Switches. Pompadours. Huffs. Wigs, etc.
E MONDAY
EYENING,
SEPT. 15
HI'.AL HAIR
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
SHOWS
DAILY
3
pomp Wave.
3
All
The new
shades to be worn under the B Matinee livery Afternoon at 2:30
hair Instead of ruffing one's
ow n jiovelties In back and side
2 Show Kvery venlng 2
combs.
a O'clock and 9: IS
Door Open 30 Minutes liefore
Mr, and Mrs. James Slaughter,
l'eriormances
M-TT-

r

Proprietors

A Story of Plain Folks.
New Ntnglmr ami laiieln
All KKvlal wvncry ami

iimulx-i-- .

nnxixixxiixrxxixuxxxxx
Your Children's Eyes

SAU:

WI'DNKSHAY,

srJTKMIir.H

Every Tuesday and Friday
at 2:30 and 3:43

IDt 1

An Unexcelled Cast
OX

LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEES

efi'il.

Strictly a high class production.

SKATS

120 Gold Avenue

i

Fdal Maisate

Electrologii
Shimpoolng
Manicuring
Scalp Treitraem
Cbildreo'i Hair Cutting

3

11.

THEATER

jo. H. CORD IE f?, Mgr.

120 South Fourth St.
Hair Dressing

1

THE NEW CRYSTAL

Tho Parisian

ELKS' THEATER
Friday, Sept.

I

Matinees
Evenings

10 and 20 cents
1 0, 20 and 30 cents

THERE IS

A REASON WHY

HHJHKST
You should gee the new and
stock of goods
Xfjiloct of tluiii iiwv, during their elegant
M'lioxil ukc when the strain is great,
PRICKS 3.V, 50c, 75o.
at
may mean much suffering in after
life, which Is easily avoided now. Let
Nearly all cough cures, especially us examine them; we will tell you
StS West Central
those that contain opiates, are cons- their exact condition without charge.
tipating. Kennedy's Laxative Cough
O.
Syrup contains no opiates and acts
Take DeWitfg Kidney and Hlad-de- r
gently i.n ne bowels. I'leasant to
I'ills for baoxache, weak kidney
Avenue
Central
The
Optician
at
or
and inflammation of the bladder.
take, r
salt by J. II. o Kieiiy
111 Central Ave. rhoue 453.
Isold by J. 11. O ltielly & Co.
Co.
.
.

At Mat son's

HKSKHYi;

YOI'K

te

C

C. H. CARNES,

D.

MAHARAM'5

Tvr-sn.- w,

sr.rTKMnr.it

ALBUQUEKQUE

ioot.
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SHEEP

.

SHEARING

BIA- -'

HOUSESREAKERS

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PAfiK HVE

ENTER TROUT GROWING MORE PUT

HOLIINGSWORTH

M

CHINES FOR

R

TERRI-lORIAJJA-

ERNEST FRANK'S

IR

PLENTIFUL

A. J. MALOY
any-

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES

R

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

M

IXXXSXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXIIXI

Mome

Cooking'
Strictly at

Columbus
Motel

Roller Rink
'V

.I.--
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Association Closes With
cago Company For
Exhibition.

Chi-

Inside of House Looks Like Arthur Sellgman Made
gest Catch of Valley
Cyclone Had Struck It.
Even Cut Pillows Open.
Ranch Guests.

Thieves entered the residence of
Earnest Frank, 3U!t West Granite avenue, some time between Saturday
noon and Monday morning, but failed
to secure anything of value.
Mr. Frank Is a railway mall clerk
and runs between Albuquerque and
Williams, Ariz. Mr. Frank's family is
out of the city on a visit and when
he went out on his run Saturday,
there was no one left at the house.
When he returned from his run yesterday morning one of the front windows had ben forced and the Inside
of the house looked as though a cyclone had struck it. Kvery drawer
and cupboard In the house had been
opened and the thieves who were evidently looking for money and nothing
else had gone so far as to open some
sofa pillows In search of whatever
they were looking for.
Doesn't Snsiort Xegrocw.
"It must have taken at least an
hour to do the Job," said Mr. Frank
today, "and they could have been
very deliberate about It at that, so
completely was the Inside of the
house turned upside down. 1 think
that the thieves were locking for
money or Jewelry and nothing else.
I Informed the police of the robbery
yesterday and the c.ilef said that he
thought that the two negroes, who
entered the Welnmann house, entered
my place also, but I don't believe it.
I am of the opinion that my place
was entered at night and as 1 left
home at noon Saturday
and left
everything all right and the negroes
were arrested Saturday afternoon, I
hardly think It possible that they are
the men. I think that It would be
wise for the people of the city to
keep a sharp lookout for housebreakers.
Work Dono by Professionals.
"The work of the men who entered
my place must have been done by
men who understand the business. To
gain entrance to my house they first
PAPERS
REQUISITION
cut a hole In the glass large enough
for a man's hand. They reached
through this hole and released the
the rest was easy.
COME EOR BILL ESIES window latch and they
cut the glass
"The fact that
frr-the outsloe In front of the houtV
Is the principal reason why 1 think
Thos McMillin. chief of police, this the Job was done at night under covAny
one would
morning received the requisition pa er of darkness.
pers from the governor of Arkan hardly have the nerve to stand out In
sas for Bill Ksteu, the man who was front of a man's house In broad day
arrested here about two weeks ago light and do a Job like that."
upon information given in a circular
Issued by the police authorities of
Mountain Home, Ark. These papers
will be sent to .Santa Fe for the apA.
.
proval of Governor Curry and Sheriff
E. W. Mooney, of Mountain Home,
will come here to take charge of the
prisoner.
Kstes was arrested while
working at the Matthews' dairy in
this city, and Is wanted in Mountain
Home for burglary and grand lar
ceny. He worked here two weeks
ARRESTED
previous to his arrest.
Sheep raisers nf the southwest who
territorial
attend the approaching
fair will have an opportunity of peeing the most modern sheep shearing
ni.ichinerv offered for sale In opera
tion. Arrangements for this feature
of the live stock department of the
fair was completed yesterday when
the association closed with C A.
representing
the Chicago
Flexible Shaft company, for an exhibition of two Stewart Shearing ma
chines.
The sheep shearing booth will he
between the Casino and Floral hall.
Itegfttdinfr the booth Mr. McKnight
said: "We will have two machines
and operate them with a pas engine,
which Is considered the best power
for the purpose. These machines will
be operated by an engine especially
for the purpose. We have arranged
with
fur sheep for the exhibitions
Andreas Romero and sheep will be
insheared at any time sheepmen
terested call at the booth. The shear
ers will be experienced men, who can
explain the operation of the machines
and the advantage of them. I will
be In the booth myself and see that
all callers are
shown the utmost
courtesy.
"We have large shearing plants in
as
Mexico, Argentine and Austria.
well as America. Gnats can be shear
ed with these machines the same as
sheep. The average workman UU
hear from loo to 300 animals a day.
The record for one day was made by
Ifoy Winn, of San Angelo, Texas. Mr.
Winn sheared 308 Kamhnullct sheep.
giving eleven pounds of wool to, the
fleece In ten hours."
The New Mexico Wool Growers' as
sociation will hold Its convention In
Albuquerque on the 7th and Nth of
October, which are the first two days
of the fair and It is expected that a
large number of sheep raiders will
attend.

Press Agent for New Crystal
Theatre Is Author of "Un-

Big-

press agent for
the Crystal Theatre company, 120
West Gold avenue, .arrived last evening from Pueblo and today Is planning an advertising campaign for the
new theatre, which will open on next
Monday evening.
Mr. Orendorff Is a piny writer and
a coincidence, which will happen In
the city this week when the Elks'
opera house onens. will be of growing
Interest to Albuquerque theatregoers.
The company that opens the Elks'
opera house has with It the Irresistible Holllngsworth sisters, who played
several engagements In this city last
winter and surine. Mr. Orendorff put
the Holllngsworth Twins on the road
and wrote especially Tor them the
play "Under Southern Moss," which
was one of the favorite pieces of their
repertoire here last winter.
"We were all down south," said
Mr. Orendorff last night to a small
coterie of theatrical people at the
new Crystal theatre.
"Times were
none too good but they might have
been worse.
I had started a show on
the road with a capital of about $40
and In the company were the Holllngsworth Twins.
They were still
younger then than they are now and
they are nothing but kids yet. They
were tots then. I promised them one
day that I would write them a play.
It Is easier to make a promise like
that than It Is to keep it. but once I
had promised them, the twins would
not let me off. so the result was that
the little drama of the Italian and
the little singing girl. I have never
seen them In the play, strange to
say, hut I hope to when they come
to Albuquerque. It's rather a strange
coincidence that we meet here."
The, Touch That Heals
Is the touch of Hucklen's Arnica
Salve.
It's the happiest combination
of arnica flowers and healing balsams
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
will cure It. For burns, scalds, cuts
wounds or plies. It's an absolute cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25e.

Everybody's friend Pr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil. Cures toothache, earache, sore throat. Heals cuts, bruises,
scalds. Stops any pain.'-

STEWARD-LAM- B

.f.'"

We Have Just Received a Full
'
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

W. It. Orendnrff,

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ALBERT FABER'S
IIOfWWWMtMimtmftttMWtWWMWttMl
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
-

Under Hnvoy Motel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

210 South Second

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.
We have the only planing mill in tha-- southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill

FALL OPENING
-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Announces Her

CER-

I

... Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

MADAM

J.

I I

HlDPelffll

der Southern Moss"

Frank Williams, one of the owners
of the delightful.
restful Vally
ranch on the I'pper Klo Pecos, paid
on Sunday when he was In the city
buying supplies, that the peons had
broken all records this year In giving
up the festive trout.
Arthur Sellgman of Santa Fe, probably made the biggest one day catch.
Mr. Sellgman landed over 100 trout
In less than eight hours, and It wasn't
a good day for fishing either.
Mr.
Williams attributes the increase In
the numlber of trout In the stream to
the fact that the stream Is replenished every year from the government
hatcheries. Over 160,000 small trout
were put In the stream last spring,
and a similar number the year before.
Four years ago there was a waterspout on the head of the Pecos and a
terrible flood rushed down the river
carrying
boulders
and everything
loose In the water way before It.
Nearly all the fish In the stream were
killed by this flood. Every year since
then large numbers of small trout
have been deposited In the stream by
the government, and In another year,
the Pecos will be hard to beat for
trout fishing.
The Valley ranch Is a tract of
acres of land. Two hundred acres
of It Is bottom land and the rest Is
timber.
It Is one of the prettiest
spots In New Mexico.
The bottom
Is
land
cultivated and a large portion of it is set with alfalfa which
makes a large yield every year.
The timber land Is used for grazing purposes. There are 200 graded
cattle on the Valley ranch and the
Important time of the year for the
branding the calves Is near at hand.
will begin this week.
The round-u- p
A number of city folk are waiting at
the ranch later than usual in anticipation of taking part in the roundup.
Recently Mr. Williams and his associates have added the Red House
to their holdings.
The Ked House
property Is another ranch up the
stream from the Valley ranch.
The Valley ranch Is so named because It was a grant to a man by
the name of Alexander Valley by the
crown of Spain.

PREPARE FOR

Mi!

ROAD

HOJECOS

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

TWINS ON THE

IN

MONDAY, SEPT.

16th

work.

From 2:30 to 10 p. m.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

cxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxH
LARGEST INDIAN

Blacks Claim They Are

BASKET IN WORLD

OPEX
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. 10 to 12 a. ni., 2 to
S p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Masquerade, Thursday, Sept. 19.
IViduy Klflits Kewerved for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Iiuiiiclliij; Skates, 25c
L.VDIF.S FUEE.

mi; toi.viKY inn.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized

Cornices,

Sky

"PBfo LlglllO, OlUbn
i ana uorage
Tanks, H o t
Furnaces,

Air

Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
AclmlHMlun,
45 Minutes

The largest Indian basket known
to be In existence, arrived
at the
Harvey curio rooms yesterday. The
basket- - Is over a hundred years obi
105
and was woven by an Indian
years of age. It is a sample of the
best workmanship of the Mission Indians of California and was acquired
by the Harvey people for their private collection, which is the best of
its kind in the world, Including as it
does priceless specimens of Indian
pottery, basketry, weaving, etc. The
basket is five feet In height and about
six feet In diameter at the widest
part. It was manufactured for the
purpose of storing grata.

lOt

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
SOXtiS:

A beautiful heart story Interspersed
with clean comedy Is promised when
"Zeke, the Country Hoy," is presented
here.
The play is the newest of this class
of rural productions, of which the
theater-goin- g
public never seem to
tire. Zeke Is the central ligure around
which the story is told and the rest
of the characters are true to nature
not overdrawn and ridiculous as
Is often the case in productions of
this class.
Special scenery is used and singing and dancing specialties are introduced, assuring a pieasant performance.
Fashions change In the theater
just as they do In the dry good store
and the millinery shop, one form of
entertainment is the fad for a season
and then another springs up to take
its place. Foolish farce, inane muplays
sical comedy and sensational
of the slums are each popular In
their turn for a time and then cease
to attract the public.
Hut there Is
one style of iiitertainment of which
g
theater-goinpublic never
the great
seems to tire, the drama which tens
a Ktorv of life as it really Is. not all
laughter and not all tears, but a hapt makes
py blending of the two.
little difference where the scene of
the play Is laid, whether in quiet
country lanes or on busy city pave
ment.-- , if it possesses true human interest; if the characters represent
real men and women with their joys
and sorrows, their struggles and triumphs. It will live long after the
"shows," which offer only gaudy
scenery, flashy dresses and dismal
Jokes, are forgotten. Plays like "Way
"
Down
"The Dion and the
Mouse," and "In old Kentucky" will
never cease to attract and the management of "Zeke, the Country Hoy."
which will be seen at F.lks' opera
house Friday, Sept. 13. claims it Is
worthy of a place In this class. The
central character Is true to life and
may be found In every village in the
land. I'ncouth. unsophisticated, rustic in dress, and awkward in manner,
he seems to have no thought beyond
the present, but when danger threatens the ones he loves he rises to the
occasion and shows that he has in
him the stuff of which real men are
made.

Innocent--

Bound

Suspects

Edgar Smith and John Williams,
the two men arrested Saturday evening by Thos. McMillin, chief of police, on suspicion of having entered
the residence of J. A. Weinman on
Saturday afternoon, were bound over
to the grand Jury this morning In
Judge Craig's court. The men were
found sitting behind a fence In the
rear of the I... Kempenich property
shortly after Mrs. Welnmann saw a
negro on the upper lloor of their
residence, which is less than two
blocks away. The Kempenich property Is in block aoo on Central avenue ami the Weinman residence Is In
block MHi Copper avenue.
Mrs. Welnmann was dressing In
her room, when she heard a foot step
in the hall.
Fearing that It was
some one coming Into her room she
cautioned them not to, at the same
time she caught a glimpse of a shiny
face through a crack in the door,
which stood slightly ajar. She screamed and a moment later heard rapid
foot steps down the stairs.
before
The negroes were taken
Mrs. Welnmann this morning and she
one
said that
of them looked very
much like the one she saw In. her
house on Saturday. David Armljo, one
of the keepers of the park Just across
the street from tl; Welnmann residence, said this morning that he saw
the negroes under arrest come from
the Weinmann house between 3 and
4 o'clock
Saturday afternoon.
The prisoners pleaded not guilty.
Their bonds were fixed at $250 a
piece, which neither could furnish.

GOOSE

EGGS

DID

NOT LOOK GOOD TO

The following s a dispatch taken
from the Denver Keuublican dated
Me Dcillic.
Don't
Trinidad, Saturday. Sept. 7:
Home In the
Old Ilamp-lilr- e
e
"When the
1
!!.
game started at 4 o'clock this afternoon, business was practically suspended here and hundreds of people
crowded
around the bulletin boards.
Program:
Everyone bore a dejected look when
goose
eggs were marked up
six
O
against the home team, but when
runs
were
three
scored In the seventh
Mother's Dreams,
the crowd nearly went wild. In front
of Women.
Chronicle-News
of the
office
the
crowd grew to such proportions as
Gambler's (Quarrel.
.
cars,
requiring
to
the
blockade
street
1'ulsely .ens-dthe efforts of several policemen to
keep the line open. When the final
scor was posted on the bulletin
Musical Director.
score was posted on the bulletin
J. II. fcl'OTTI,
yell which could have been heard for
blocks."
The score w as 6 to 4 on. Sunday In
It Ml PKIV.VI i; si,i:.
Bedroom suit of birdseye maple, favor of Albuquerque, so there must
French plate dresser, wardrobe, brass have been a funeral in Trinidad.
bed. Also tine heavy quartered oak
bookcase and buffet with French
and Piatt No. 1 spring
Everything New and First Class plate glass, china closet parlor suit, onlyThe$5.Leggett
Sold on thirty days approval.
new,
521
good.
Everything
etc.
sags.
10 years by
Never
Guaranteed
Kates Reasonable
ICast Central.
us and the makers. We will
take
Opposite Depot
your old spring in pari payment.
One pint mineral water cures and Telephone
376.
Futrelle
Furniture
prevents constipation. Ask your gro- Co., west end
Prop cer
of viaduct. Sole agents.
Owen Dinsdale
for It.
Ka-t,-

HOTEL PALACE

Trinidad-Albuquerqu-

On October 6 and 7 there will be
held in Albuquerque a big meeting
of the Knights of Columbus from
the various parts of New Mexico, Ari
zona and the neighboring states. It
Is expected that between four and
five hundred knights and their ladles
will be in this city to attend the
meeting. One thing is certain
this
gathering of the order Is calculated
to excel! any prelous event In the
history of the order in the southwest
At a meeting of the local lodge of
the Knights of Colunnbus in the office
of Dr. J. A. Keldy in the Harnett
building last night the following committee was appointed to take charge
or the elaborate banquet to be given
on tne night of October 7:
J. w
Prestell, Dr. J. A. Heldy, John Mink-ert- ,
P. O'Grady. P. J. McShane. o
N. Marron and P. F. McCanna. This
banquet will be given at the Alvarado
hotel and the visiting ladles will lie
Invited. In former years it has been
the custom to hold the banquet after
the regular ceremonies of Initiation,
but this year it is deemed best to
depart from that custom and hold
the feast on the night after so as to
allow the ladles to be present. Hitherto ladies have not attended the
banquets.
On October 6 work In three degrees of the order will be exemplified and a large class of about sixty
applicants will be Initiated. The degree work will be conducted by O.
N. Marron. territorial district deputy,
assisted by Henry J. Lynch and a
team from Chicago.
CliiiiiilH-rlainCoiijzIi Ki'incily One oi
the Hc-- t on llie .Market.
For many years Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has consantly gained
In favor and popularity until It Is
now one of the most staple medicines in use and has an enormous
sale. It is Intended especially for
acute throat mid lung diseases,
such as cough11, colds and croup, and
can always be d epended upon .It Is
pleasant and safe to take and Is undoubtedly the best In the market
for the purpose for which It is Intended. Sold by All Druggists.
The Nye company had a large audience last night in their tent, 'j'utt
play proved to be a s. ns.iUonal melodrama. The company is very adequate, some of the
being
quite good. The prices have been
'J
reduced tonight to
and 20c, including best seats. The play tonight
will be "A Man of the World." A
special big production of u "Runaway
Wife" will be underlined for Thursday night, when the moving pictures
of l.'ncle Tom's (.'a bin will be shown.
The Foresters will attend tile show
tonight in a body.
1

FACTS

OUTFITTERS

6-C- lose

Over.

SIX

HOME

Meeting Will be Given October
With Banquet
on Night of 7th.

can't be rubbed out. Here are some:
Paint la the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. & P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your

Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

house or barn use

DAVIS & Z EARING
u
civs vr. moia m ve.
xxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

RIO
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Co.

Is

es-

by J.

GRANDE

P. paints.

LUMBER

GO.

Phone S

SSTAPI.i: AND I'.WCY

Ilest tirade of

Corner Third and Marquette

GIUKiatlKS
I

lour.

Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty
I'.vcrytlilng In market always on luincl
"THE P.EST ALWAYS."
SOU W. Central Ave
Phone 2;S8

These Are
Carriage

SCHWARTZMAN

& WITH)

rrt-i-

wr.7.

Buying

Meat, Poultry and Fish

Days

211 W. Central, Tel. 828
Consult

a

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
Gold I'llling
11.50 up
Gold Crowns
$0
Painless Extracting.. .M)o
A

Mi WORK

A

ItSOMTKLY

ANTIED.

y it;,?

vv

Easy Terms

and

Dentist

Low Prices
Do you intend buying
enlcle i enjoy the summer monthsT If you
do don't pats us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.
Top Buggies, Hunabouts, Stanhopes, ISurreys and Spring Wagons
of

$8

Don't stay away because you are not rich.

all kinds.

us.

Come and

Albuquerque Carriage

GUAR-

ut

Co.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.
'

.

ewawjsaaxEssiiEjsaa

WOOL

YOU CAN SAVE

DKS. COPI and PETTIT.
KOOM 12. X. T. AHMIJO lil.DG.

A checking account will not only help you to sptni
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pa 7 by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

"TRIED and TRUE"
Loose leaf Ledgers and De
vices have been "tried" and
found to be "true."
Have YOU

Given Them a Trial ?

We make all styles and sizes,
also special ruling and BLANKBOOKS
HeWitt's Carboliz.d Witch Hazel
H. 8. LITHGOW,
Salve Is good for boils, burns, cuts,
scalds anil skin diseases.
It
pecially good for piles. Sold

M. &

Book Binder and Rubber Stamp Maker
W. Gold,
Phone

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

924, 312

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

jocooooocoaxxxxxxxxxx

Co.
Insley Cycle
Gold
COiHl 2 Wcswt
--

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

iOOCOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(

W.

i
811-31-
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very
unci
Kilter Avenue.

West

PATTERSON

AUilyiUtQCE,

NEW MEXKX.
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"Never burn anything on a farm.

V III'

1.
1

North Wale. Pa., Sept. 10. After
years of practimore than
in
which time he
cal experience,
farming
remarkable
his
formulated
theories and proved them. Rev. J. D.
Detrich, the Moses of the agricultural
world, known as "the greatest farm- r in America." is spending his leisure
time here, where for SO years he
preached and conducted a model
farm that was the wonder among
farmers and scientists.
That Dr. Detrich is a farmer worthy of the name was demonstrated
within a few years after he came into
nnsRpiwinn
farm at!
of a
The
Flourtown, near Philadelphia.
land was run down and Detrich was
Ignorant of agricultural methods. At
the start he was forced to depend upon the advice of other farmers, and
his first year resulted in a slight loss.
Being capaiile of profiting by experience, Detrich sought means of
improving conditions about him. After an exhaustive study of authorities he came to the conclusion that
then in use were out of
the methods
date. During the next six years he
mortgage
of over $7,000
had lifted a
from his little farm, had made money
to deposit in bank and enough more
to pay the expenses of a trip to Europe.
Soiling System.
Detrich early decided to adopt
what is known as the soiling system.
For this purpose he converted his
property into a dairy farm and used
all the refuse from the stables to
fertilize his land. His first silo was
an old corn crib. All his crops were
fed to the cattle. Instead of allowing his cows to pasture in the fields.

2m

MM
I

II

re

la-ac- re

"

cow on tlie Flotirtown

primuiim'

fiirni.

iiuit.

Stall-fw-

from

l

hind each row of stalls in the stable
carefully made gutters. These
round and made them devote all were
hiwl nn outlet and the contents were
their energy to his pont.
dally in a cart direct to the
His gains were made by the regu- removedNot a bit
of the manure was
lar sale of milk and a few young cat- land.
In summer it was placed on
The cows were all wasted.
tle every year.
land from, which soiling crops had
registered Jerseys, pure and well been
removed, and in winter it was
kept
If
for
not
bred. Bull calves.
on the rye and grass fields.
breeding purposes, were killed at spread
In the latter case only the second
birth. "It doesn't pay to feed $11 and
third-yea- r
fields were so treated,
worth of milk to a calf that will sell none being used on seeded grass
way
put
it.
owner
$7,"
the
is
for
the
After bringing his farm to a fair lands.
talking of his achievements on
years, the hisIn Flourtown
three
condition within
farm, Detrich made
enough
owner was able to provide
statements,
but
some remarkable
rough food from, the soil to keep an that
are true he has proven beaverage of 30 head of cattle. There yond they
all doubt.
were usually from 18 to 20 cows in
Holm His Innd.
being
the remainder
the stable,
young cattle.
"The average farmer of today robs
The remarkable yields of crops his land," he said. "Land is his fornecessary to produce this food were tune, soil his servant.
It must be
due to the intelligent use of the refuse well fed. The earth itself is simply
from the stables. Nothing was ever the medium or matrix for retaining
for plant
wasted. Where most farmers lose the elements necessary
H must be well aerated,
of this refuse growth.
from half to
by Improper handling, the manager rinh. mellow and deen. Land should
of this model farm saved it all. Be be as level as possible, so that each
he kept them In the stables the year

IS OPENED

of 25
KHk- - of Day
Ytttrs Ago Found at ItaUui by
Ph.h or.
Ilaton. N. M., Sept. 10. (Sixt-lnl- )
A unique service was held by the
Methodist church at this place Sunday night.
The old church building Is being
razed to make way for the new
building, which Is to cost $25,000.
The corner stone of the old building was opened up and the contents
of the receptacle displayed before the
congregation.
Inside of the stone
was found deposited a Bible, a hymn
book, a book of discipline, two copies
of newspapers published In Baton at
that time, but which are now discontinued, and a register of the church
members at the time the corner
stone was laid 25 years ago. There
were 37 members, now there are 265
members, of the list of 25 years ago
there are but four of these residing
In Baton at this time.
Itev. Mr. ijimoek. an aged minister of the church, was present. He
had become nastor of the church
soon after t tic erection of Its building
and was able to give remlnlscenes of
events and of the old list of mem
bers as their names were called.
of missions.
The superintendent
Ilev. Samuel Blair, of Kl Paso, conby the
assisted
ducted the services
present pastor, Itev. Wm. Beece. The
service wa.s held in the court house
as n temporary meeting place in the
Interim or the construction or me new
building, which will take until the
first of January, 1908.
liut'i-CMliii-

.Tax
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CONVERTS 15 ACRES OF POOR
IiAND INTO IIH1 PROFIT M AK
Kit SCIENTISTS MARVEL AT
E
II I M NOTHING IAHT THAT
PROVIDER.

STONE

iVn

!

WITH AMPIJS MEANS

lnmh of earth will hold the reaulred
amount of food and moisture to aid
its own plant growth.
In

OLD CHURCH CORNER

life
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p
"A
farm won't pay
must be
these days.
The farm
brought to a state of fertility so that
It will produce two or even three
crojw a year.
"Always kill a weed berore it is
born.
"You must have animal husbandry
to keep a farm In condition. The cow
keeps the farm; the farm keeps the
cow, and both keep the farmer.
"Pasturln Is a curse to farming.
Cattle have four feet to trample and
one mouth to feed. There are usually only six weeks of good pasturing
a .year, then the cow s milk supply
begins to run short and the change
of food puts the animal out of condition. Keep the cows right in the
staible the year round.
X rop rotation,
anotner rorm oi
poverty, is foolish. It is an admis
sion of the exhausted condition of the

-i
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BITTERS

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY TROrER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$ 150,000.00

CAPITAL

OfOocrs and Directors:
SOLOMON

Our Guarantee of its

purity together with its

LUNA, President.

ed

record of cures
should convince anyone
that the Bitters is an ideal
medicine in cases of Head-ach-

J. JOHNSON,

W.

W, S. STRICKLER,

Assistant Cashier.

Vice President and Cnshlcr.

J.

WILLIAM McINTOSH,

C. BALDRIDGE,

r

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACKWELL

e,

Sour

Risings,
Cramps, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Costiveness,
Female Ills or Malaria,
Fever and Ague. Try it.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
uiUMUuuziaa
NSW MEXICO

A LBUQUERQUK
BRUT PROVED AN
EASY MARK FOR GANS

San Francisco, Sept. 10. A left
swing to the body, cleverly blocked
by Joe (Sans, cost Jimmy Brltt any
chance he might have had to win the
lightweight
championship
of the
world Monday and brought to close
5 rounds of fast fighting, witnessed by
a crowd of about 14.000 people at
was
The blow
Becreatlon park.
caught by Guns on his elbow and was
struck In the middle of the fourth
round.
It broke Brltt's wrist, and though
he went on again in the fifth round
he was helpless In both offense and
defense. It was not until this round
that he informed his seconds of the
mishap. "What's the use of my going
on, I can t tight. I am helpless, he
said to Tlv Kreling. Captain of Police Gleason was notified at the ring
side and stopped the fight. Referee
Walsh gave the decision to Gans,
Three doctors, after an examination.
stated that the injury was a fracture
and dislocation of the lower end of
the ulna, the innermost bone of the
wrist. Whether It was a genuine fracture or not, Brltt showed such inHealth In the Canal Zone.
suffering while the doctors were
tense
wages
paid
it
high
make
The
manipulating his wrist that the tears
mighty temptation to our young ar- rolled unchecked
down his cheeks.
tisans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
To check a cold quickly, get from
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and your druggist some little Candy Cold
Tablets called Preventics. Druggists
malaria, it is the knowing ones
those who have used Electric Bitters, everywhere are now dispensing Pre
who go there without this fear, well ventlcs, for they are not only safe
knowing they are safe from malari- but decidedly certain and prompt.
ous influence with Electric Bitters on Preventics contain no quinine, no
hand. Cures blood poison too, bil- laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening
iousness, weakness and all stomach, Taken at the sneeze stage Preven
liver and kidney troubles. Guaran- tics will prevent Peumonla, Bronchi
tis. La Grippe, etc. Hence the name.
teed by all druggists. 50c.
Preventics. Good for feverish child
Subscribe for The Citizen and get ren. 48 Preventics 25 cents. Trial
boxes G cts. Sold by All Dealers.
the news.

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

OrriCMRB AND DIRECTOR
PrMldtmt
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
Vlc Pretldanl
M. W. FLOURNOY
Cuhlar
FRANK McKRB
R. A. FROST
AulaUnt Cashier
Director
H. F. RAYNOLDI
U. B. DKRtflTOttY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository (or Atchison, Topeks

&

!506,Mt.M

I26S.600.M
Sin Is Fe itallway Compsoy

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

2nd and Cold

2nd and Coid

Others Get the Flag !

We Take the Firsts!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

Wholesale Grocers

XENV

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO
$8,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

PACERS

RUNNERS!

AND

...

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TROTTING- and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.

1--

Pure No.

2-- 2:20

Pace
Trot,

Purse No.

3-- 2:13

Pace,

2:17

-

-

''Denver Post" Stake Race
Veuve Cliquct Ytllow Label Champagne

Pace
Pur.e No. 4-- 2:25
Free-ForMl Pace
Purse No. 5
Trot
Purse No. 6-- 2:30

-

-

.

ooooooooooooo
L. B. PUTNEY
(

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000
-

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes!

"OLD KELIABLX."

500

JAY A. HUBBS

Manager

1871.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1,000

500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Big List of

Carrie, the large. and Voat Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerlea
la the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAJ LAV AY lVTKS. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

ESTABLISHED

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD AVKNUK.

JjO00OK30eX3X3K30O0
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make the
.datlee lighter, the cares leae
and the worries fewer.

rOU NE1.H

A

preeerres
telephone
The
your health, prolong J.ur life
and protects your houie.

TELEPHONE

g

IN YOCR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
sosx?sK3SKJOSX)SXJeX)SK)S)0CO0

0000CS0K:OC'JO

JOCCCkj

Tt'Ksn.w, September

10,

'ALBUQUERQUE
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DELEGATE SMITH DANIELS

BY HABEAS

LETTER

CORPUS

v3

Discusses President's Intention to Abandon Joint
Statehood Fight.

Prisoner

Tucson, Arli.. Sept. 19. Marcus A.
Smith, Arizona's able delegate to
congress. Is the happiest man In the
territory. Mam Ih going around
with his face wreathed In smiles
which reach from ear to ear and
buttoned up in his inside pocket Is
a f.nnv of the letter Roosevelt wrote
to Klbbey saying, "I'll be good, If
you'll be good to me.
The first praise for Arizona's escape from Joint statehood Is due to
He carried the
Marcus A. Smith.
heaviest load and fought the hardest
to
one
wants
take one lota
fight. No
of credit away from Arizona's delegate and republicans, as well as democrats, returned from Washington
after that memorial struggle against
the power of the administration, all
of them singing the praise of Mark
and power In
Smith's popularity
Washington.
ran across AriA correspondent
zona's delegate In Los Angeles last
week.
Plenxed Willi
"How about Joint statehood now,
Mark?" was the question asked. And
this is what Arizona's delegate had
to say on the subject:
"I am heartily glad of the president's assurance that no effort will
be made again by him this winter to
force a distasteful and disastrous union with New Mexico. While democrats are grateful for that assurance
we see no particular virtue In It.
"How could the president, who
signed the bill leaving the question
of union of these territories to their
votes, counted separately, turn now
In the face of the overwhelming vote
cast by Arizona against the measure
and insist that, notwithstanding the
vote, notwithstanding that he signed
the bill for a separate vote, come
before congress with a demand that
It undo all the results of the long
fight and proceed to pass a law forcing Arizona Into the dreaded alii
ance? What could such an effort
avail unless the senate were willing
likewise to go back on Its action and
stultify Itaelf for al lttme.
Sees 111 .Usual "Nlgcer."
"I am not much afraid of any effort being made to unite these territories during the next congress. A
presidential election is approaching
and congress will be busy and so will
The
the presidential candidates.
votes of the territories may be decid
ing votes In the next national con
ventions. No one could reasonaoly
hope to get a republican delegation
from Arizona who would now try to
force on her the ruin she has Just
escaped through such trials and pain.
"1 think I see the outlines of an
Ethiopian In the wood pile. The man
who deserves the vote of the Arizona delegation In the national nomination convention next year is the
man who will not merely promise not
to murder her out who will definitely
premise her separate. Individual, in
dependent statehood. The man or
party who would longer persist In
doing wrong and Injustice to Arizona
should receive no aid or comfort in
their raid on her rights. I have con
fidence in the honesty, patriotism
and courage of the masses of the re
publican party In Arizona. We shall
see what happens."

Globe, Ariz., Sept. 10. Robert II.
Daniel, who has been In the county
Jail since the last week of June,
walked out of the sheriff's ofnee late
yesterday afternoon a free man. at
least temporarily.
Denied his liberty
on bail by Judge Hlnson Thomas In
the Justice court of this precinct,
Daniel's attorneys. F. C. Jacobs of
this city and Judge A. C. Raker of
Phoenix, a.pplled to Judge Doan of
the second Judicial district for a
writ of habeas corpus and the application was heard at Tombstone.
a teleLate yesterday afternoon
gram was received toy Judge Hlnson
attorneys
signed
by
Thomas
Daniel's
and stating that he had been admitted to ball In the sum of $20,000, the
bond to be approved by Judge Thomas. Daniel was Immediately notified
and there was no trouble experienced
In securing responsible men to qualify as bondsmen.
Daniel's Bondsmen.
The names attached to Daniel's
bond are: Ralph Holton, William
Mill Williams, J. N. Porter, J. Suter,
H. E. Smith and Lyman C. Woods.
The first three named qualified for
$5,000 each and the others for lesser
amounts aggregating $5,000. Daniel
was Immediately released from custody by Deputy Sheriff Sturgls.
Attorney
Jacobs, who returned
from Tombstone last evening, stated
that the application for haibeas corpus was granted upon a showing
similar to that made before the local
Justice with a supplementary showing as to the unsanitary condition, of
the county Jail, in which Daniel was
confined. He had affidavits stating
that Daniel was confined In a room
with twenty other prisoners and that
the unsanitary condition of the Jail
caused by Inadequate ventilation and
other things greatly endangered the
condition of Daniel, who is suffering
with heart trouble and Brlght's disease. Daniel will remain at liberty
until the next grand Jury passes on
his case. The crime for which he
was incarcerated was the killing of
James G. Brown In North Globe on
June 27 last, the alleged Justification
being that Brown had insulted his
sister and threatened his own life.
The bond given by Daniel is one
of the heaviest ever made In this
county.
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ELECTRIC

LINE

Territorial
Topics
Bistoee and Douglas, Ariz., people
who bought stocks outright instead
of gambling on margins were not

touched by the collapse of the
bucket house.

Bis-be-e

Parattl, aged about 50 years,
at Blsbee, Ariz., on a

is being held

of looting the room of Paul
a business man who died reat a Blsibee hospital.

L. Moreno, a native woman
at Bakerville, Ariz., fired a shot into
the shoulder of C. Yobres, who Insulted her during the absence of her
Mrs.

The Copper Queen Mining company will close down Its plant within a few days for repairs and a number of men will be laid off, owing
to the low price of copper.
Affairs at the New Mexico Military
Institute at Rosnell. are mining n
fine shape.

Over 100 of the cadets
have arrived and the work of detailing them into companies, equipping
them with uniforms and arms Is progressing rapidly and satisfactorily.
'

Dr. Ferguson.
superintendent of
the Arizona Insane asylum,
thli
morning stated that at present there
were 3u3 Inmates in the asylum, and
that the institution is In a rather
Lot anil Found.
condition, hut that he exLost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday crowded
to see this remedied in a short
and noon today, a bilious attack. pects
time.
with nausea and sick headache. This
loss was occasioned by finding at a
At a meeting of the creditors of
drug store a box of Dr. King's New
firm of Duey & Overlook, brokLife Pills, the guaranteed cure fur the
ers,
at Douglas, Ariz., who failed rebiliousness, malaria and Jaundice.
cently,
a hot time developed. the
2Gc.
creditors Insisting that a receiver be
appointed, and refusing to appoint a
trustee to serve with one appointed
by the defunct firm.

ad

A uttim want
works for
you,
No matter what its asked to
do.

And be the weather foul or
fair,
The little want ad's always

there.

PAGE SKYEX.

September 16 will see a marked
change In the attitude toward the
public schools In more than 100
Douglas, Ariz., homes. The compulsory education law then becomes operative and unless about 200 or more
children, who are now staying out
of school wrongfully or are kept out,
are sent helter skelter to the knowledge factories, the school
authorities
will use the law to force them.
Stomach troubles heart and kidney
ailments, can be quickly corrected
with a prescription known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. The prompt and surprising relief which this remedy Immediately brings Is entirely due to Its
action upon the controlling
nerves of the stomach, etc.
A weak stomach, causing dyspepsia, a veak heart with a palpitation or intermittent pulse, alwavj
means weak stomach nerves or weak
heart nerves. Strengthen these Inside or controlling nerves with Dr.
.Shoop's
Restorative and see how
quickly these ailments
disappear.
Dr. Shoup of Racine, Wis., will mull
samples free. Write for them. A
test will tell. Your health is certainly worth this slrrple trial. Sold
by all druggists.
Good Tilings to Eat.
Home made bread, cake and pies,
hot tamalea. chile. Call phone 1045.
4oS West
Tlieras avenue. Order
taken for Mexican lunches. Mrs. D.
A. Austin.
Kodol for indigestion and Dyspepsia, a combination of natural digest-ant- s
and vegetable acids, digests the
food Itself and gives strength and
health to the stomach. Pleasant D
take. Sold by J. II. O'Rlelly & Co.

CLASSIFIED ADS

s.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Temporary
Liberty on Account ol
tils Health.
Given

FROM SILVER CITY husband.
Silver City. ,N. M., Sept. 19. The
survey for the construction
of the
electric line from this city to the
large power plant of the New Mexico Light and Power company, which
will be constructed eight miles north
of Plnos Altos, has been completed.
The electric line will be used both
for passenger and freight traffic and
the power will also furnish electric
light for this city and will be con
structed Into the rich timber section
of that district and bring the outrjut
of the Continental Lumber company
to mis market, a distance) of about
18 miles.

CITIZEN.

TREED

HAPPY OVER

John
charge
Xasch,
cently

EVENING

WANTED

FOR RENT
FOn RENT

Two rooms for light
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
601
North Second street.
-"
FOR RENT Two- furnished connected front rooms, with bath,
heat and light. 423 South Third
street.
FOR HUNT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per weok
and up. Minneapolis House, 624
South Second. A. T. Divjre,
pro-prlet-

FOR
RENT Pleasant
furnished
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT Afew nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralgn,
Silver avenue, bntween First and
Second streets,
FOR RENT More people who need
a. house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a rsal
estate agent cotld Interview In a
long time.

FOR SALE

WANTED Carpenters and waiters.
$30, and good room
Good waiter
ExperAlso cooks.
and board.
ienced saleslady, $6 a week, room
Also
and board.
coal miners.
(tilhurn'R
Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Messenger bnys for day
ofTelegraph
work at the Postal
fice.

WANTED Lathers at Gallup court
house.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED Position as clerk,
woman with some experience and good references. Address
115 North Fourth street.
WANTED ? You can get It through
this column.
WANTED situation as bookkeeper
ty first class experienced man. Address M. B., care Citizen.
WANTED Young married
couple
wants good room and board in a
private family. Address XXX, enre
Citizen, stating location nnd price.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a yonng man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P.. care Citizen office.
WANTED Wtuatlon as housekeeper
or servant In hotel or private family.
Good cook. Address, House-keepe- r,
care Citizen.
WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00. Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night school. Albuquerque
Buslness College Library building.
w
rail
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted. Phone

FOR SALE Furniture. 210 South
yixth street. Call mornings.
FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feel front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return.
care
Address
"Ticket,"
Cltizen office.
FORSALE-Some
people prefer to
944.
pay 6 per cent agents commission
Young man,
on their sale, others advertise In WANTED Situation.
23 years of age, desires permanent
this column.
position
good
a
with
reliable firm.
FOR SALE Two tickets to El Paso
Have had three years' general ofand return to Kansas City. Adfice experience as bill clerk on a
dress F, care Citizen office.
typewriter and can furnish referFOR SALE 102 Armljo Avenue, two
ences If desired. Please address
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,500,
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
E. A. Can.rell.
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
LOST
FOUND
acres each, all under main Irrigation ditch. Near city. AlbuquerAn opportunity If you did not
que Land Company, room 9, Crom-we- ll LOST
use these columns.
B d g.
Through The Albuquerque
FOR SALE Half Interest In establ FOUND
Citizen.
y
llshed poultry business.
One sorrel mare. Rrand-e- d
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger, STRAYED
on left hip J. O. White feet
prop., 12th street and Mountain
spot
In
and
forehead. Small sore
road.
on each side of neck. Finder reFOR SALE Two good tent houses
turn to E. W. Fee. 602 South
in the Highlands on East Central
First street.
avenue. Cheap if sold at once.
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
SALESMEN
Central avenue. Citv.
FOR SALE
frame house,
cellar, barn, shed. shade trees, WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
vines, corner East Copper and Lohigh commissions with $100 month,
cust, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
ly advance.
Permanent position
A.Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
to right man. Jess H. Smith Co.,
FOR SALE
frame house,
Mich.
Detroit.
ibarn, chicken yard, out house, cor$75 per week
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000, WANTEDSALESMAN
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
$800 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
established house. Permanent. High
102 Armljo avenue.
priced men Investigate. References.
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chicago.
HAIR DRESSER AND CTHROPO-DISA HOY OR (illtlj CAN EARN AS
M I'd I AS A MAN.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor opposite the Alvarado and next door to
We want boys and girls who want
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give to earn money to solicit subscriptions
thorough scalp treatment, do hair to The Kansas City Weekly Star.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In- Don't hesitate because you are young,
growing nails.
She gives massage as you can do the work as readily
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs. as older persons and we will pay you
own
preparation
The Kansas City
Bambini's
of com- Just the same.
plexion cream builds up the skin and Weekly Star Is the best known weekImproves the complexion, and la ly newspaper in the west and your
guaranteed not to be injurious. She spare time spent working for It will
also prepares a hair tonic that cures pay you handsomely, not In toys,
and prevents dandruff and hair fall watches or other small wares, but In
ing out; restores life to dead hair: cash. Write today for terms and full
Address
removes moles, warts and superfluous Information.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator THE KANSAS CITY WEEKLY STAR
City, Mo.
Kaiixus
any
machines.
For
blemish of the
race, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Sick lleadaclie.
Shoop, Racine. Wis. These tests are
This disease Is caused by a de- proving to the people without a
rangement of the stomach. Take a penny's cost the great value
of thlB
dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and scientific
prescription
known to
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
and the sick headache will disap- Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all drugpear. For sale by all Druggists.
gists.
m

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PROPERTY

Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIE8 AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $11
and aa high aa 1200.
Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
privet
Time: One month to one year given
your
Oooda remain In
possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call an'
see us before borrowing.
THE! HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to and from
parts of the world.
Rooma I and 4, Grant Bldg.
tOtSi West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICII 8.
Open Evenings.

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
206 S. Second Street
Wanted Ar Once, Servant Girl

REAL

m

street

(400

g,

A. Montoya
215

Wf st Gold Ave.

y

nothin;

i x

eed$

He names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Frederlo Clallegos.
Dario Chavez,
Jaramillo,
Jose Lion
Venceslado
Urlego, all of Albuqueraue. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

like sr e$.

l PPOSi: THIS 1$ TRI E. HIT IN ORDER TO
HAVE $OMK SMX'Et WITH WIIHH TO IC
C'EI'.I) IT 1$ XECE$$.RY TO HAVE O.ME OTHER
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THINGS.
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EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO
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Rooms 6

DRS. BRONSON
Homeopathic

&

and

ORKKN PROMT,

DR. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Barnctt Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

1

Saddle horses a specialty. Bet
drivers In the city. Proprietor
"Sadie," the plcnto wagwv.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 506.
113 John Street

MILLINERY
Hat,

New Fall

a

FANCY DRY GOODS

Appointments made by mall.
Ave.
Plione 456.

V. D.

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

Office,

Mrs. M.

law.

First National Rank Building,
Ahibqiierque,

XT.

M.

E. W. DOBSO.V
Attorney

FA NCY WORK

BRYAN

Attorney at

at Law.

IRA M. BOND

MISCELLANEOUS

C Wilson

224 W.

Gold

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT, SALES, FEED AND"
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
Horses and Mule Bought and

r

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
8econd Street, between Railroad
Copper Avenue.

aa'

Don't Forget The

Office Cromwell Block,

Aliibqiierque, N. M.

te

ecana fhono e4

306 West Central

LAWYERS

Up-To-Da-

Styles.
LADIES' TAILORING
MISS CRANE
mi a m.

741.

0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

g

Highland Livery

7

Oflice hours,

R.

TAILOR

New aimais of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns,
shade for the coming season.
N. T. Armljo Building.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3, Rnmett Building,
Over O'Rielly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
EDMUND J. AIGER, D. D.

lOB North rirm

L. C. GIELITZ

Sur

geons. Over Vann's lnig Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 6.28.

Phone

Central

riRsr class shoemakerAND REPAIRER

nROXSON

Physicians

E.

-

T. Armljo Building.

& 7, X.

202

P. Matteucci

and Surgeon

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL.

THE OLDEST MTXL IN THE CTTT.
When In need of
door, frame
etc Screen work aaab.
a apecialty.
First street. Telephone 403.

.
h

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon CoTera 600 Square Fee
PALMETTO ROOF rAFNT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Fire Years.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Weil Railroad Avenue

TOTI A ORAD I
Dealers In Qrecerles, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars, place jour orders fr
this line with us.
7
NORTH TH ID BY.
lll-m-11-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt

Steam San nag Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT?
Masonlo Building. North Tld-- d
THORNTON A CO.

EXPERT IIOL'SE CLEANERS.
121 N. 3rd St.
Stove repairing, pouching and setting up a Hpeelalty.
We hire only
the mKt experienced help In our

ex-pre-Ns

line.
Phone, Office

WIIJJAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN
Justice of the Peace. Precinct

No. 12. Notary Public.
Collections.
Register.
Office 221 North Kciv.ihI Street.
Residence 723 North Fourth Street,
XOTKE
PUBLICATION.
AlubqiMVque, N. M.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Crea-encl- o
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
Attorney-at-Lafiled notice of his Intention to make
final five year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
Office with W. B. Childers,
SL'i'l, made January 24, 1905, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
117 Went
Avenue.
.V., Range 6 W., and that sail
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Hero. U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6,
1H 0 7.
HORDFRS.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
UNDERTAKER.
N. M.; Eugenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
F. W. SPENCER
Register,
Architect.
Are you looking tor someTWngT Remember the want columns of Th
your
are
for
especial
Evening Citizen
benefit. It talks to the people an" Rooms 46 and 47, Harnett Building.
they talk to you.
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 555.
1

TO-WH- D

Physician

Attorney at Law.
NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Pensions,
land Patents, Copyrights,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
August 19. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Desl-deri- o
Marks, Claims.
Carabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to 32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
make final fivo year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
INSURANCE
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902.
for the E
NB 14, E ii BE S, Section 30, Township 11 N, Range 2 W.,
B. A. SLEYSTER
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
October 6. 1907.
Public.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up- Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.
Juan Baca y Anoya, Romulo Chavez. Juan Caslaa, Donaclano Tapla, all
of Atrlsco, N. M.
A. E. WALKER
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Fire Insurance.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Department of the Interior, Land Of217 West Central Avenue.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 2u.
191)7.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
M. L. SCHUTT
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
Estate and Loans.
make final five year proof In support Acent Real
for the Travelers Insurance
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
Comiwny,
ITartfora, Conn., Life and
No. 9473, made May 25, 1906, for
company
The strongest
the KV4. SW14. Lots 3 and 4, Section Accident.
writing
accident
insurance
In
the
1
7. Township
ON.. Range 6E., and
that said proof will be made before world.210 South Second Sstreet.
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
1U07.

they

French Bakery Co.

DR. R. L. irCST

1,000

Three room house and
an acre or land, three
miles north of town..
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
of land
500
Six room house. West
New York avenue . . . 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOR RENT.
Six
room brick house,
batli,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
$20.00
Apartments In Hope Hats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick house,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, rlose in.
Three rooms for lighthouse-keepinclose in
13.00
Five room frame,
First
ward
20.00
Money to loan in sums
to suit.

Bred-to-La-

SUCCESS

Look for the Label

Occidental IJ To Building.
Telephone, 888.

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
6 acres good
garden
land and three-roobImkIo house
$
Three room house, four
lots, North
Fourth

1

V

ESTATE

BREAD

Physician and Surgeon

DENTISTS

and

w

Homeopathic

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

SHERIDAN, M. D.

V. M.

On

WANTED-Lndlesaeslrlngne-

T.

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
I

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

A V
sw

aa

v

::

Res. 620.

V7 V, 1i

ITk
W4yse

4160.

vWV.V'
r

k'XM

,.

AVE.

(ld

IIOI'SK FVHM&IIKIU.
NEW
WE HVY HOV8K-HOI.- D
WKHIK, Kit V. .o,l A K.
i. NIKISEN, MANAGER.
MatJ.ii.aiit'sc Vegetable Down
tress, light fen t her weight. Full Biae,
60 pounds, guaranteed
not to lump
or pack. Knclo.-e-d
in linen tick, made
expressly for us. Try one and you
no
will have
other. Futrelle Furniture Company.
u

Card signs, "Rooms
"Board," etc.. for sale
The Evening Citizen.

ror
the

Rent"

office

of

rAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

eigiit.

s

and shopping.

The kind they need for their walk to and from School.
They are strong enough to stand the hardest kind of wear.
They fit the tender foot of a growing child comfortably and
they have enough style to please the eye of the most particular people. Our prides are very reasonable.

Dr. Staali. of Neiv York. Is in the
pity for a few ill vs. tile guest of his
sister, Mis. Louis llfeld.
K. H. Sims, l.nz Noble and A. Cope
of the Valley liaiirh, are ill the city
on business and pleasure.
Hon. H. O. Itursum, mayor of So-- l

FOR GIRLS
$1.00 to $1.85
1.25 to 2.00

Vici Kid Shoes, from
Box Calf Shoes, from -Patent Kid Shoes, from

1.50 to 2.50

FOR BOYS
$1.25 to $2.25

Satin Calf Shoes, from
Vici Kid Shoes, from -Patent Colt Shoes, from

1.50 to 2.50
1.65 to 2.75

THE

,

Reliance Electric Co,
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
Phone

i

I3I

502 West Central

Ave.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

Central

32I-323-

Avenue

CO.

Tinners

in.

i07.

while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something
coming to you.

pov-ibl-

corro, passed through the city this
morning en route to Santa Fe.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary
of
New Mexico, was In the city yester-- j
day visiting relatives nnd celeinaling
the Jewish New Year.
Charles M. Coss, the expert accountant, returned to the city this
morning from a business trip to Kl
Paso.
O. A. Iarrazolo. the Las Aregas nt-- ;
torney, passed through the city this
morning returning to the Meadow
City from a visit to Kl Paso.
Mrs. C. H. Clover, of 507 South
Third street. Is enjoying a visit from
her sister. Mrs. William McMlllen,
who arrived last night from Colorado
Springs.
P. K. Smith, president of the Dem-In- g
Water Supply company and one
of the Influential men of the Windmill City, Is In the city accompanied
by his daughter.
Miss Hertha Kuta, of Helen, Is registered at Sturges' Kuropean
hotel.
Miss Kutz conducts the new hotel of
Helen, which Is one of the best little
houses In New Mexico.
L-H. Robinson, advance agent for
"Zeke, the Country Hoy,"
which
opens the season at the Elks' opera
house on Friday evening, arrived
from the north last night.
Major H. Kuppe, who has been at
New York attending the meeting of
the state boards of pharmacy, and of
which organization he had the honor
of being elected vice president, returned on the flyer today.
Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Medberry.
who formerly lived on North Fifth
street, have moved to Los Angeles.
Mrs. Meuberry was severely ill with
rheumatism here and they go to California with hopes that the change
will be of benefit to her.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore are
enjoying a visit from their cousin,
Mrs. S. W. Moore, of Kansas, who
arrived from the west this morning.
Mrs. Moore has been In California
on a pleasure trip and stopped off
here for a short visit while on her
return home.
J. C. Hal.irlilge, proprietor of the
Haldrblge lumber yard, left last night
for Hoonevllle, Mo., accompanied by
his son, Kenneth. The young man
will be placed In a military Institute
at Hoonevllle. Mr.
Haldridge will
visit his brother at Kansas City before he returns.
Attorney H. n. Holt, of Las Cruces.
passed through the city last evening
en route home from attending the
National Irrigation congress held at
Sacramento, Cal. Mr. Holt was one
of the New Mexico
boosters, who
helped to secure the next meeting of
congress
the
for Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. W. McDonald
left this
morning for Los Angeles to see her
granddaughter.
Miss Ooodrlch, who
arrived at the Ooodrlch home yesterday.
Mrs. Goodrich will be remembered In Albuquerque as Miss May

NEW ARRIVALS

COAL

Fall Suits for Men

ANTHRACITE

Fall Suits for Boys
Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

WOOD

Come in; we're here all the time

W. H. HAHN &

.

1

st:PTF.tnrn

simply that we sell Hart Schalfner
HT&isn't
Marx clothes that you find it worth

Tomatoes

pas-soiii- ki

Shoes for Boys and Girls

it it)v,

h,

Mrs. Hen Williams mid ilnusfhtpr
lire in the oily from I.os I.utuim.
Attorney A. 1!. MeMlllen was a
r f ir Santa Ke this morning?.
Attorney Aniadn Chaves went to
Santa Ke this morning on lesal business.
Ml-lvssle Slew art. of Fort
Alii!.. Is in the city visiting

Ltu nnitr, vn i ni

CITIZEN.

ud

PA KA(J KA1MIS
f

ENINQ

Mi Donald and the happy fnther of
the newly born baby is Rufii" Hood-ricwho
to come to Albuquerque frequently as private secretary t )
milGeneral Superlnti nd.nt I. I.
liard, of the S.mta Fe coast lines.
An
of the Albuquerque Traction romp my, w hile on a
We are taking orders for these
spue in old town last night, got Into
a fight with several men in a saloon little presorting Tomatoes.
and was considerably damaged about
tlie face. The nioiortnali somehow
Only 5c per Pound.
got the Impression hat he had been
robbed of his watch and diamond
pin and the matter was reported to
Also 25 pound boxes of the
the sheriff's office, but this morning
It was found that the articles were large ones for canning.
concealed In the motorman's clothes.
This morning the niotorman
could
not remember either the place where MONARCH GROCERY CO.
he was supposed to have been rob-oe- d
or the person who was supposed
Phone BO, 307 W. Central
to have robbed him nnd Is now of the
robwas
opinion that
not
he
bed at all. No arrests were made in
the case.
Architect K. H. Crsly and President W. I. TiKlit. of tli- - I'nlversity.
bft thU morning for SantaTaos,Fe, N.from
M.
where they will drive to
Is to
The pvrpose of the visit to Ta
get photogra ph" of the quaint houses
of the village and to get an idea of AMKltlCAN HIOCK,
their architecture. Dr. Tight proci:kkili,os lump.
poses to duplicate some of the buildings with some new buildings to be
built at the University.
The remains of Mrs. Mary K. Price,
mother of J. (. Price of this city, Furnace,
were shipped last iituht to Cleveland.
Mixed,
Ohio, for burial. The body was acdmighter-ln-l- a
w.
by a
companied
Nut
Mrs. Price died here about two weeks C'LKAX OAS COKE,
ago.
SMITHING COAL.
Civile Long, the leading comedian
NATIVE KINDLING.
In tlie play "Zek'e the Country Hoy,"
billed at the Klks' opera house for
FOR CASH ONLY.
Friday evening. Is said to be one of
the cleverest actors in his line on the
stage In the west.
full for divorce was filed in the district court today by Sera (In A. GarTELEPHONE 91.
cia ngalnvt his wife. Marlllita Torres
de Garcia.
The charge is desertion
T. C, Montoya Is
and abandonment.
the attorney for the plaintiff.
GO.
The historic side balcony of the
being
down
torn
Is
Elephant
White
today preparatory to extensive Improvements on the building.
Roy Corhan, who has been playing
short stop for the Pueblo Western
League team. Is expected home next
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The Central
Avenue Cloth.W

ALL THE TIME

Tuesday.-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
houseWANTED Ulrl for general
work. Mrs. Tom Hubbell, 1023
West Central avenue.
If real coffee disturbs your stomach, your heart or kidneys, then try
Coffee
Imitation Dr.
his clever
Shoops Health Coffee.
Dr. Snoop
has closely matched old Java and
Mocha Coffee in flavor and taste, yet
It has not a single grain of real Coffee In It. Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee
Imitation Is made from pure roasted
grains of cereals, with malt, nuts,
etc. Made In ane minute. No tedious long wait. You will surely like
It.
Get a free sample at our store
C. N. Brlgham.
AVe can sell you an
extra good
seamless shoefor your boy at $1.25
$1,130
size 1 to
for size 8H to 12
2, and $1.75 size 2' to 6. The uppers
nre cut from medium heavy Satin
extension
Calf, they have strong,
soles, solid leather insoles and counters and will wear well. C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.
At
Don't neglect your stomach.
the first Indication of trouble tako
something that will help It along In
Its work of digesting the food you
eat. Kodol for Indigestion and dyspepsia will do this. Sold by J. H.
O'Klelly & Co.

torturing skin eruptions,
Itching,
disfigures, annoy, drive one wild.
Doans Ointment brings quick relief
and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
drug store.
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BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

HUNDREDiL.ll.
DOLLARS'
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug 8 to rip.
xi'

HE,

109 North First St.

All Kinds' ef Indian and Mexican Goods. Ybe Cheapest
Plaee to boy Navajo Blankets and Mexican Dra.n Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

FALL SUIT TALK

I

It is not consoling to walk down the street behind a man who is wearing
your suit in duplicate. Good dressers everywhere and all the time cling

to the custom made garments, because of their individuality.
Finer or
more handsome fabrics are not made, than the ones we carry, and your
suit will be made to your absolute satisfaction in every respectotherwise,
you do not pay.

C. G. RERRY,

CLOTHIER

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly fitted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Opticians

Exclusive
' ::

110 South Second St.
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Lense Grinding Done on Premises
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EVERY THING

JEWELER

IN THE JEWELRY LINE'

THE BESTBAR NONE

FiNE

watch rapairino

10

& COMPANY

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut (iluss. Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade ami guarantee A Square Deal.

We

COOKING

UTENSILS
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Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit
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E. L. Washburn Company
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TINWARE
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Io rooms 24
Most modern
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equipment In South- - 4
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STEEL RANGES
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HOME COMEORT
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Champion Grocery

-

MILLER
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Our new fall and winter stock of Men's and Boy's
Clothing is almost complete
&
&
STEIN-BLOCWe are agents for
Clothing for
Men this is the best to be obtained $18.00 to
ae
$32.00 per suit try a suit

,

Wholewale and Retell Hurdwtiri;

i

snappy clothing you will find it here.
Stein-Bloc- h
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SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

ENAMELED

Let Us Supply Yout Needs lot the Fair
111

If its

m

At Best Possible Prices

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

Railroad Avenue

fll

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

South
Second

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

III

Between Central and Copper Ave.,

STOVES
RANGES
LOMMORI
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NORTH FIRST STREET
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GOODS

and
AMMUNITION

-

riRST STREET

AND 401 403 NORTH

FIRST STREET

